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PREFACE

This report has been prepared for the Controlled Thenncnucleax Research
program of the U. S. Atomic Energy Ccmm&siOn, and presents the results of a study
investigating an application of laser-driven fusion pulses for ccmmrcial power
generation. The present discussion assesses the engineering feasibility of this
appllcation. The analyses are based on a specific design concept for utilizing
the fusion energy and have been carried only to the point where semiquantitative
conclusionsmay be made.

The work, therefore, is at an interim stage and all

findings are preliminary.
Certain aspects”of the proposed techniques for generating the fusion ener~
remain classified. These matters are discussed in Volume II (IA-48594S,
classified, sRD).
TM.s work has been conducted by the Advsnced Concepts group of the
Los A1.amosScientific Laboratory (I&Z) Nuckar Propulsion Division. Staff
m?mbers who contributedto this report were J. D. Belccmb, L. A. l@oth,
J. C. Hedstrom, D. B. Henderson, A. R. Larson, S. W. M30re, and C. W. WatsOn.
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NOMENCLATURE

A

Area

A,:

Cross-sectionalflew area, Eq. (22)

Ar

Surface area, Eq. (25)

c
P

Heat capacity at constant pressure

Cv

Heat capacity at constant volume

D

Dimension, thickness
E’ilmthiclmess,Eq. (24)

m

Dv

wall thickness, Eq. (29)

m

E

Specific internal energy

J/ks

Es

Source energy, Eqs. (3)

J/ks

‘t

Viscous drag force, Eq. (23)

J/IU3

E

Gravitationalacceleratim

ra/sec2

h

Gravitationalhead

m

Total haat content

J/ks

Heat ofvapor5zation

J/ks

Internal energy

J

Thermal conductivi~

U/m K

Tangential dimension, Eq. (21)

m

Mass

kg

‘D

‘t
,9

Mass vaporized, Eq. (16)

k

Mass smmce,

h

Eq. (U)

Mass, Iagrengian coordinate system

m

Mass flew rate, Eq. (22)

kg/s

Total mass flcu

kg/s

Pressure

N/m2

volumetric heat generation rate

J/m3 s

viscOUSpIWM3U??3,

iv

and (14)

Eq. (B-1)

r

Radius, d30

R

Gas constant

STP

Standard temperature endpresaure

Legrengian coordinate

N/ln2
m
J/ks K
4-

t

TinE+

S

‘l

Temperature

K

u

Velocity

lnJ13

v

specific volume

M3/ks

.“

v

volunE

m3

x

Dim?naion, also Eulerian c~ofifnate

m

Youngfs modulus

N/m2

Coefficient of thermal expansion

K-l

Compressibili& coefficient

m2/N

.
>

of specific heats (Cp/Cv)

Ra’iO

Average wan

m

!J

Viscosity

u

Poisson’s ratio, Eq. (20)

x

Vaid fraction

P

Density

kg/m3

IYT

Ccmbined liquid and gas density, Eq. (12)

kg/rJ3

T

Time constant, Eq. (9)

s,

A

-“

free path for them!al radiation

N s/m2

Liquid

o

Initial condition

v

Vapor or gas

VP

Saturation conditian

.
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ABSTRAL?T

The feasibili@ of using laser-drivenfi.sionpulses for the cctnnercial
generation of electric pafer was investigated. Results are presented in two
Vollsn?s
. Vol.umsI (L4-h858-mj

~cl.

) discusses the general aspects of

electric pcwer plants based on laser-driven fusion energy sources, outlines
the considerationsthat led to the wetted-wall concept on which the p~sent
study is based, presents detailed results of calculattinsthat indicate the
feasibility of the concept, discusses aspects of important areas that are not
well defined, sumarizes related needs for further study, and compares the
concept with plants based on magnetic~
=actions.

Volum? II (IA-h859-M3j

confined ccmtro13sd thenmnuclea

Classified, SRD) outlines I&L’s

laser

ProS-j
discusses the p~bl.e~ of achfevti laaer-drivenfusion, considers
subsequent neutronic interactions, and gives sonE econcmic implications.
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CENTRAL STATKIN PCWER GENERATION
BY

IASER

-DRIVEN FUSION

-VOILIMEI Conpiled by L. A. Booth

1.
A.

INTROXICTION

GENERAL

It Is gened.ly recognisedwfthin the scientific comnunity that within the next few generations the world’s fossil and rich-ore fissile fuel
suppliesw Ill.be depleted to the extent that their
use for energy prcduction will become economically
unattractive. It is also recognized that the natural supply of the camnon themcnuclear materials,
deuterl.umand lithium, is far greater then the estimated reserves of fossil end rich-ore fissile
fuels. Therefore, so internationalcooperative
program (She~ood project) was initiated as early
as 1955 to find a means of producing controlled

generation. The ICYl?R
discussed in this repart consists of concentric spherical vessels (she13s) in
which the thermonuclear energy is derived from a
deuterium-tritium (D+’T)burn within a “pellet”,
located at the center of the vessels end initiated
by a laser pulse. The resulting a-particle energy
and a small fraction of the neutron energy are depcmited within the pellet; this pellet energy fs
eventually transforwd into sensible heat of lithium
in a condenser cutsit.ie
the veasele. me

remaining

neutron ene~

is dissipated in a lithium blanket,

lcmatedwithin

the concentric shells, where the fuel

ingredient, tritium, is SJ.SOproduced. The heat
content of the blanket end of the condenser lithium

thernmnuclearenergy.

is eventually transferred to a conventimal thermoThe concepts generated in this intemat ianal
program are based on using magnetic forces to com-

dynamic plant where the thermal ener~

is converted

to electrical energy in a steam Ranldne cycle.

press and heat the thexmcnuclearmaterial to igniFor this VOhIUE of the report, the follsming

tion conditionsand to confine this material while
it burns. IRx?ever,in recent years, the development of laser technology has made compression,
heating, end confinementby inertial forces an alt-

assumptions are made:
●

The (D+T) energy rekased--l7.6 MeV per (D+T)

reaction--is200 MT once each second.

ernative theoreticalpossibility for practical
utilization of thermonuclearenergy. For purposes
of this report, the conceptual devices based on
these two means of producing thermonuclear energy

.

~en~-five

percent--k.4 MeV per (D+T) reaction--

of this energy ia deposited within the pellet, and
the remaining 75$ is transported outside the p?l.let
by neutrons.

will.be termd:

The mechanisms for laser energy absorption and
●

●

M%netic(M2TR) and

Confined Thermonuclear Reactors
for (D+T) ignition and burning are tacitly ignored.

Inertially Confined Thermonuclear Reactors
(ICTR).

“.

A discussion of these matters is included in
VOh!E

II (IA-4859-W)

Of this rePo*.

This report describes a specific conceptueJ.
ICTR end attendant mans

of utilizing the thermo-

nuclear energy for commercial electrical pcwer

1

B.

A characterizingI(?I!R
feature that is signifi-

GENERAL ASPEOTS OF ICl!RPIANTS

For a (D+l!)
-burningplant, two essential re-

cant3y different from any l.ZXCR
aspect ia the fact
that the ener&y pubes

represent aubstantiel.~ts

qxlzws=nts In an ICTR concept are simi3ar to those
inen M2TR:

(1) the need toproduce tritiumartifi-

cia13y because natural supplies are insufficientto
support a large-scalepower-generation industry, and
(2) the need to convert the lb-!ieVneutmn energy
into usable form, because there is no kncun meens of
using the energy of lb-MeV neutrons directIy except
by transforming this energy into thennsl energy of

of explosive energy. As described in detail in
VoIume 11, the miniuum energy release, determined
by both pbysicel and economic considerations,is
probably at least 200 MT (equiveJentto 95.6 lb of
for a sturdy pressure
TNT.), which cL=arly cal.1.e
vessel for ccmtainment. A @or

Both needs are satisfied by providing a

cavity in which the pellet can be

a lw-pressure

Iaaer pulse withwt prohibitive

Inittited by

a

Iaser-enew

loss along its path, while, at tk

“blanket”of lithium which surrounds the saurce of

same tire, maintaining a finite ~er

(D+’1)enexpy. !rritiumis generated in a ~or

material that surrounds the pellet.

frac-

.
.

containing this blast energy Is posed by the need
for

enother substance.

design problem in

of blanket

tion of reactions betieen neutrons and lithium; end
In

lithium, being a light element, aleo converts neu-

one proposed concept(’) the cavity is de-

fined by.the vortex of a swirling liquid blanket;

tzvn kinetic energy to thermal ener~ by means of
elastic-scatteringreactions. Furthermore, addi-

in another, suggested at IASL, the cavity is formed
by the wake of a projectile and the pellet is ini-

tional thermal.energy is produced by neutrons ab-

tiated before the cavity collapses. =

sorbed in the lithium. It is essential.that at
least as much tritiumbe generated as is burned and
lost, and that as much as possible of the neutron

both con-

cepts the liquid blanket is filled with gas bubbles,
providing a compressiblebut dense medium to attenuate th% blast shock arriving at the containing

energy be converted into themnal energy.

pressure-vesselwell.
Fortunate~, tritixznbreeding ratios in a lithAnother =thod

ium blanket can be relativelyhigh--in the range of
1.2 to 1.6-+hich would provide a large operating
margin to an IC’I!R
plant. Hcwwer, because tritium
losses wKll of necessity be small, the plant will.
operate nonnalJy at a breeding ratio only slightly
greater than unity to pnwent unnecessary buildup
of tritium reserves, although the plant can operate
temporarilywith a high breeding ratio to butid up

of defining the cavity ~gion

is to separate the cavi& fras the blanket by a
solid wall.

One significant advantage to the solid-

walJ. concept (ss opposed to concepts with no well)

is that the cavity region is well defined and thun
aumable to analysis. Another advantage, which
be

may

even swre important, is the possfbil.ityof pro-

viding a passage by ~chenicel mans

for exhausting

the hot gases in the cavity prior to the next shot.

a fuel inventozy for a new plant.

ih the absence of a solid weXl to define the cavity}
Because the ma~or frectlon of the (D+l!)eneru
will.be converted in the blanket to thermal energy,
the dominant mthod

of convertingthensal ene~

to

electricitywill probably be by m?ans of a heat
engine in a thermodynamic cych.

Such a cycle will

much blanket lithium would be swept out of the
vessel ss these gases exhaust. me

elternative ap-

pxmach, i.e., eJlcxfingthese gases to condense in
the blanket lithium, would take en excessively
long time between shots.

be used merely because it offers the highest conIn

version efficiency in the temperature range in which
noti

engineering materials can operate. The pos-

sibilities of directly converting the remaining
ener~

into electricity exe discussed in Section

III; harever, the amount thus generated can be, at
best, only a minor fraction of the total energy
release.

2

the solid-wall concept, the inner surface

of the well must be protected frus the damsging
effects of the blast to prevent vaporizatim of
the wall material by thennel radiation and erosion
by high-velncitymaterial, buth of which emgnate
f-

the fuel pellet. Liquid 13.thiumis used to

form a protective layer cm the inner-cavitywall.

.-

This COZIfiSIU%itiOtI
Of main vessel end wetted

This concept, subsequentlyreferred to as the
wetted-wall concept, has been selected for analysis

wall poses enuther des@

aniiwill be discussecIat length.

waves reverberant
ing between these two walls =Sult

problem. The pn?ssum

C. CONSIDERATIONSLEADING lV THE WETI!ED+ILL CX3NCEF9!

wall is too thin to restrain the motion, another

in inward motion of the wetted wall.

&cause this

inner wall is needed between the pressure vessel
-e

general features are essential to an ICTR

design: a cavity within which to detonate the pel-

.
.

let, a pressure vesselto contain the blast, end a

and the wetted wall, with cufficient thickness to
restrain the inward motion yet nut thick enough to
prohibitively reduce the breeding ratio.

thick blanket containing I.ithiwmto convert the
The blast-containingdesign thus evolves into

fast-neutronenergy into heat end into tritium fuel.
However, within these constraintsthere remains a

a system with at least three wall. a:

wide latituaewithin which to aesign the plant. For

●

An itlnex7110at
pOI’OUSWtT&L,which iS thin and

the present study a straightfonwuxl approach was

ell.cwsthe passage of lithium to form a protective

Identifiedend the clevelopmentof a mininmm of new

coating on the insIde surface.

technologieswas assumed. This approach will not

●

A main pressure-vesselWSJJ-,thick enough

necessarily result in a high3y efficient plant nor

to restrain the internal pressures in the cavity

in one satis~ing all needs. HCwever, if laser-

anclblanket, located seep enough into the blanket

driven fusion beco=s a reality in the near future,

so that it does not seriously affect the breeaing

as is certainlypossible, there will be a need for

ratio.

a realistic design to serve as a basis for early
●

plants,

An inner structural WSU,

located between

the former two weXLs, which is thick enough to reAs m?ntioned earl.ler,the proposed concept
uses a solid weJl to separate the reaction cavity

strain the inward mtion

and thin enough so that

it still pemnits en adequate breeding ratto.

from the lithium blanket. The main design problems
In the aesign of these well..s,
the stratis and

then become those of prwlding for the protection
from the direct effects of the blast. ~is

protec-

tion can be florded by a thin layer of ablative
material which, as it vaporises, absorbs the energy
of radlaticm end ‘lmpa& from the pellet. A layer
of lithium,wetting the inside of the wall, should
fu.mish this protection. E

materials used.
sis

limits of the

Therefore, careflil.
design and analy-

are necessazy to nrhdmise the motions of

these walls.
A lithium flew path is chosen which intzmduces

the well is porous,

the return lithium (from the primary loop) at the

by a radial inflow of lithium from the blanket

surface of the pmous wetted wall =a

forces it to

region. Thus the concept aevelops of a porous,

fbs

wetted wall.

the wetted wall is exposetlto the I.cwesttempera-

mmt

of the bht

energy. If the PO-S,

wettea

wall is thick enough to centain the blast, then internal heating will lead to excessive tenperat~s;
also, the breeding ratio in the blanket will be
reauced to an unacceptable level. Therefore, the
well must be thin--the momntum from the blast is

-.

stresses nust be I.imiteato values

which wculd not exceeclthe fatQue

the lithium layer can be restored after each pulse

A second aesign problem concerns the contain-

-.

con=rpond%

radia13y outward through the blanket. Thus

ture in the primary llthium loop. This temperature
is chosen to be 400”c, which is well above the
lithium mlt ing point of I&”C, but is within the
acceptabb range for ferritic stalnless steeh.
The use of stainless steel reauces the cost of the
vessel. Maintaining the Inner wall at the minimum
loop temperature also reduces the mass transport of

transmitted through the relatively incompressible

wall material by the flw@

lithium behind the wall to a main pm?ssure vessel,

of the loop end eneum?s that the lithium coating the

which is thick enough to contain the energy. This
pressure vessel is placed inside the lithium blanket at a locationwhere the breeding ratio is not
significantlyaffected (see ~endix

lithiwm to other parts

inner surface is relatively cool, with a low vapor
pressure; therefore, the lithium vapor density in
the cavity prior to the blast is minimizes. (The

A).

3

vapor pressure of lithium at 400°C is . 10

-4

6.

lxx-r,

which should be weIJ.below the cavity vacuum requirad for passage of the laser pulse.)

T. Structural response of the restraining

The tempemture attained by the lithium flawing
from the outer portion of the blanket to the heat

perature, a value of 750°c

walls within the blanket.
8.

exchanger is dependent upon the blanket thermal
pcwer and upon the lithium flm

Removal af the heat generated within the

blanket.

Radiation damage to the .901iamaterials

.

within the syd=m.

rate. For this tem-

(1380°F)

was arbitrarily

chosen to be compatiblewith existing stesuntech-

9.

Induced activity in the materials within

the system.

or

10.

Removal of contaminants from the lithium.

higher could be easily postulated, as has been done

SL.

Safety features of an ICTR.

nology. A maximum temperature as high as l~°C

for sane 1.K711?
plant studies, but this would intmreduce
a host of presently unanswerable materials
questions that can be bypassed by assuming only

12. Economics of an ICTR pcwer plant.
Items 1 through 7 are considered crucial to

temperatures associatedwith existing steam

the feasibility of the present concept. Although

technology.

Items 8 through 1.2need attention, there are un-

Certain phenomena ccncenning the operation of
the wetted-wall ICTR require analyses to determine
the engineering feasibility of the concept. These

certainties,due either to the lack of technology
or to undefined design criteria,which hinder the
determinationof feasibilityby “paper studies”.
Items 8 through I-2are therefore discussed in gen-

are listed be~:

eral terms only, in Section III.
1. Pellet interactionwith the wetted-wall.
Tritium breeding and energy deposition (Item 5)

I.eyer.

require snalysis of nuclear processes. Because of
2.

Equtiibration conditions of the cavi~

gases sfter a pellet burn and exhaustion (blmamn)
of these gases so that the ioiticd.conditions are
restored before the next pellet is initiated.
3. Condensation of the exhaust gases end
transfonwstion of the cavity energy into heat content of the condenser lithium.
4. Formation of the protective layer on the
inside surface of the wetted wall.
5. Tritiwbnedtig

the complexity and importance of the analysis, it
is appropriatethat the presentation be selfcontained; therefare, the nuclear radiatlontransport considerationsare discussed separately
in Appendix A.
The remaining items are grouped into those
concerning the cavity (Items 1 through 4) and those
concerning the blanket (Items 6 and 7).
analyses

The

oi’ these phencnm=nafollow in Section II.

end energy deposition

within the blanket system.

.-

,.

4

.
II. ANALYSES OF WE’M!ED-WALLCONCEFT

.
The analyses of the cavity end blanket phenom-

atomized droplets is recirculated from the liquid

ena presented in this section are based on current

pool at the bottom of the condenser.) Downstxeem

cslculationelmethods and available data. During

of the condenser duct, the mixture of gas end li-

the few months available for this study, the analy-

quid droplets, still.at supersonic velocity, is

ses have been conducted only to the point where

decelerated by turbulent mixing created by a sprey

reasonable conclusionsconcerning the engineering

of large lithium droplets. (The coarse-droplet

feasibility of the wetted-wall concept may be made.

spray is provided from a side-stream of the @O”C

In sane instances an analysis has not been completed,

return flow from the heat exchanger.) The kinetic

and further work is ceJhd for. These cases are

ener~ of this mixture is finally absorbed by im-

pointed out as they are subsequentlydiscussed.

pacting with a pool of liquid lithium at the bottom
of the condenser system.

A.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

After . 0.2 s, the pressure within the cavity
decreases to less than atmospheric, and the blow-

1.

Introduction

down continues during the remaining 0.8 s of the

A schematic of the wetted-wall IC!IRis shown in
Fig. 1.

The pellet (containingD+T) is injected

through a port, which penetrates the blanket, and is

pulse cycle, reducing the cavity pressure to less
than133N/m2

(l.Oum Hg).

The cycle is then re-

peated with the initiation of another pellet.

initiated at the center of the cavity by a laser
pulse; the cavity Is defined by the wetted well located at a radius of 1.0 m frcm the center. The
subsequent (D+T) burn releases 2C0 MJ of energy.
Within fractions of a microsecond, 50 KT is depmited within the pellet and 152.5 M“is

generated

within the blanket lithium and structuralmateriels.

3. Blanket Phenomena
The energy deposited within the blanket is removed by circulating the lithium through an external heat exchanger. Lithium, flowing at ~O”C

from

the heat exchanger, is returned to a plenum between
the l.O-cm-thick wetted wfl

ad

the 5.O-cm-thick

inner structural well, which serves to restrain the
2.

Cavity Phenomena
Within - 0.5 ms the pressure pulses generated

the pressure waves generated withtn the blanket and

by the interaction of the pellet with the lithium

the cavity pressure. Lccated a few centimeters be-

at the wetted wall have subsided. Within the next

hind the wetted well, the inner structural well

few milliseconds,the cavity conditions are equi-

also serves es a flow baffle for distributing the

librated, . 1.6 kg of lithium are vaporized from

radial outflow. The wetted wall moves along with

the protective layer at the well, and sonic flow

the structural weJl through hydrodynamic coupling

conditions of the cavity gases are established at

end, if needed, through mechanical attachments.

the outlet port.
The flow of hot gases through the cavity out-

-.

movement of the inner blanket boundary caused by

The 10.O-cm-thickmati pressure vessel shell,
located 1.7 m from the center of the spheres, is

let port Is expanded in a diffuser to supersonic

the outer restraint for the ICTR. This shell is

conditions, and the gases are then condensed in a

stressed by the shock loads from the pressure pul-

downstream length of duct where a finely atomized

ses generated within the cavity and within the

spray of liquid lithium is injected. (The spray of

blanket. The redlal outflow of lithium collects h

5

PELLET
INJECTION
~

POROUS, WETTED WAU

~_
—
3

LITHIUM
BLANKET
REGIONS

PRESSURE VESSEL

INNER STRUCTURAL WAU
AND FLOW BAFFLE

.
.
.
.

ST?AM
GENERATOR

PULSE

202.5 MW

THERMAL
PER UNIT

——

—

r

R;;~\C.

HEAT
EXCHANGER

.,, .........
.:.:.;.<::
.. :.:,:..
k

. . . . ..$.4

.

CONDENSER
580” C
... ... .. .. .. . .. ... .
CON;~();ATE

Fig. 1. Wetted-well ICTH concept.

a plenum, defined by the outermost shell at 2.0 m

l%e flow diagram of an IC’XRplsnt mcdule is
The intermediateheat ex-

from the center, and returns to the heat exchanger

presented in Fig. 2.

at 750”C.

changer is placed between the tritium-containing

Paths for pellet injection and for the laser
pulse are provided by ssudl ports penetrating the
blanket. The diffuser for the expulsion of cavi~
gases provides the main structural support for the
system of spherical shells.

lithium and the steam generator(s)to reduce the
possibility of tritium leeke&e into the steemplent components. The circulating fluid between
the intermediateheat exchanger and the steam generator(s) will be determined by engineering design
criteria.

4.

‘lllermodynemt c Plant

The mini.mumpower level is baaed on a thermal
input of . 200 MW, from one ICTR. Higher Power
levels may be obtained by combining several ICTRE
in areector system, thereby increasingboth the
versatility end the overell ratio of actual operating power to full design power. The ncwi.nelther~mel power level for a conceptual plant wes arbitrarily chosen to be - 2000 NW, requiring ten
modular ICTHS.

The steam cycle for this power plant is baaed
on a conventional double-steam-reheatdesign, sized
(2)
A flow diafor a thermal input of -.2000 NW.
gram of the cycle is shown in Fig. 3.

The exit

steam from the high-pressure and intermedlate-high.’

pressure turbines is reheated prior to expanding
through the succeeding turbine to increase the
thermodynamic efficiency of the expansion. Mechenicel-draftdry-cooling towers are used to reject waste heat, thus rejecting heatto the atsw
sphere rather than directly to natural water sources.

6

.-

The performance characteristicsof the conceptual power plant exe:
760 -c

L7k~/,
3727 ●C

945
48

Net steam-plant electrical output, MW

897

tm2kgh

7

.

2025

Steam-plant operating power, MW
400 -c

SPRAY
~ER

Thermal power generated, MW
Gross alternator output? MW

0=50
M2A

Net

GENERATORS)
400*C

w.&O::/s

steam-plant

ICTR plant
IS7ERMEDIATE
~
EXCHANGER

efflciency, $

operating

power,

4.4.3

MW

Net

station

electrical

send-out,

Net

overall

plant efficiency, %

72
MW

So.o kqh

40.7

The steam-plant operating power includes the

LI LIQUID
~

825

Li VAPOR

requirements for boiler feed pumps, cooling-water
Pumps, cooling-tower draft fans, and other auxil-

Fig. 2.

ICl!Rplant flOW diagram.

iaries, end the ICTR plant operating power includes
the requirements for lithium pumps, vacuum pumps,
the laser, and other auxiliaries.
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diagram.
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B.

TKE CAVITY

Momentum

~ . -r2b
~
at

=

&-.(p+Q)$+&-

(p + Q),

(2)

1. Introduction
aE
Phenomena within the cavity that are crucial to

at

.
.

the feasibility of the wetted-wall concept are:
+1
●

Pellet interactionwith the wetted-well

~
pr

[Xr2 &

(u T4) + r2#

(kt T)].

-- The initial i~ses
lmmnnltted into the
blanket region are determined by the initial blowoff of the protective lithium l~er
wdl

(3)

These equations are integrated in space end time

on the wetted-

by a finite difference technique, as described in

surface by penetration of the initial thermal

radiation from the pellet end subsequent radiation

Appendix B, and the tabular equation-of-statedata

resulting from hydrodynamic interactionof the ex-

are discussed in Appendix C.

pending pellet debris with this protective layer.
●

Cavity

me

calculation begins at O.O~Us

after the

(D+T) burn is initiated, with thepelletmaterlal

equilibrationend blowdown -- The

containing 56.8MT.

quasi-equll.ibrium
conditions (temperature,pressure,

(For thia initial calculation

and density) of the cavity gases after the blowoff

the amount of deposited energy was .14$

of the protective lqfer detad.ne the size of the

the assumed 50 KT.)

port through which these gases must exhaust, so that,

ergy distributions in the pellet materiel (and

within one second after the pulse, the density with-

its geometry) are those from a pellet burn calcula-

in the cavity is reduced to an acceptable value for

tion described In Volume II.

the pasmge of the next laser pulse.

contains 1.18

kg, correspondingto a thickness of

0.196

the volume between the pellet ma-

●

.Conden8ationof

cavity

exhaust gases -- The

mn, ti

exhsxst gases from the cavity must be cooled, con-

The lithium 14ver

the calculation the outer boundary of the lithium
(Iihewallboundary) is ftiedat zero veloci~, and

a manner that will maintain sonic flow through the

hydrodynamicmotion of the liquid phase is not per-

exhaust port.

mitted. me
Wetted-wall protective layer formation --

ablation is calculated as follows:

energy is absorbed in the liquid-phase zones as

The protective I.wer of lithium must be formed on

internal energy until the temperature reaches

the inside surface of the wetted wall prior to the

. 6000K

initiation of the next energy pulse.

(selected S.rbilmarily),then themateri.al

vaporizes at the saturation conditions (see Appendix C) and hydrodynamic motion of the zone begins.

These cavity phenomena are discussed individu~

higher then

The Internal and kinetio en-

terial.end the lithium layer is void. Throughout

densed, and decelerated In the spray condenser in

●

.
.

in the fo~owing parsgraphs.

The calculation has been carried out to 10cX)
us, at which time the cavity conditions are at

2.

Pellet lhtersctionwith Wetted-WeJl Leyer

quasi-equilibriumwith the lithium boiloff rate
being proportional to the cavity temperature and

The analyses of the interactionphenomena are
based on the solution of the gas-dynamic conserva-

decreasing monotonicsXLy. The pressure proftie

tion equations of mass, momentum, end energy (cou-

transmitted to the wetted-wall boundary is shown

pled with energy transport by conduction and rsdi.a-

in Fig. 4, and the inte~el of the lithium mass

ti.ondiffusion) and on tabulated equation-of-state

(vaporizationrates) is presented in Fig.

data.

first pressqre peak at O.O9 us is the result

The conservation equations are fomnul.ated

5.

The

for one-dimensionalspherical gecsnetryin the

lithium blowoff, caused by the radiation fran the

Lagrangian space-cootiinatesystem:

~llet

M38S

1
_=V=*#,
P

penetrating into the lithium layer. During

this initisl period of radiation penetration (up

(1)

-

to -.1.0

us),

the average radiation flow is

. 2 x 105 MW/m2 and 54 g of lithium are vaporimd.

8

.

,.

of

,.

Iaxl

.
.

‘E
.~loo
g
w!I
~ 10

1.0
TIME.N

Fig. k.

Pressure

trmsmitted

to cavity boundary

Fig. 5.

after pellet initiation.

Lithium mass vaporized (integral) from
wetted WSJJ.during initial interaction
with pellet.

At -.1.0 US the pellet material collides with the

@pendix C, the equation for this operating line is

lithium. During the subsequentperiod from 1.0 to

given by:

- @

us, pressure pulses are generated at the

boundary from additional lithium blowoff, caused by
radiation as a result of hydrodynamic interaction

I
‘V
..—
V
Tv

T+T
d
HV-EO

T

~T

~

.11.95.

of the pellet material with the lithium. The aver-

(4)
m

v

age energy flow into the lithium during this pericd

By extrapolatingthe energy flow values from Section

is . 104 MW/m2, resulting in the vaporization of

11.B.2, the temperature is less than @o

en additional 410 g of lithium.

K at

0.01 s; therefore, the operating line (Eq. k) is
plotted on the pressure-temperaturediagram in

3.

Cavity Equilibrationand Blowdown

Fig. 6 over the probable range of temperatures.

For calculating the cavity conditions at a
time later then that determined in the previous

(The development of the pressure-temperaturedlagrem iS -SO

giVeClin Appendix C.)

AS shown ixI

paragraph, a complete description of lithium state

Fig. 6, the insensi.tivi~ of the assumed cavity

properties is necessary. The ticlusion of this

equilibration conditions is indicated by the re-

twe

of equation-of-stateinformation in amily-ticel

methods for solving the byd.rodynemicsand heattrensport equations involves a complexity that is
beyond the scope of this report. However, it will
be shown that the exhaust-port size for cavi~ blowdown is relatively insensitiveto the cavity conditions; therefore, the cavity conditions can be
calculated by assuming extrapolated energy flow

latively ema31 pressure variation OV=

the tempera-

ture rauge. This Insensitivitywill be further demonstrated later.
b.

Cavity Blowdown
The pressure decw

in the cavity can be

calculated analytically by assuming an adiabatic
expansion of the gas in the cavity through a choked
nozzle. The equation for the catity expansion is

values from the results in Section 11.B.2, above.

..

a.

For a deposited energy of 50 MJ in
volume

+=-i,

Cavity Equilibration
a

of 4.189 m3 (1.0 m radius), an “operating

line” for the cavity conditions can be constructed
on a pressure-temperaturediagram. As del’iV& in

(5)

and for sonic flow at the nozzle throat
&
il=PA~—
RT
v

2 Y-1
y+l

(6)

9

lo+-

\\
.
.

.

IO--Q
1=

\

TLX4WRATURC,K

6.

Fig.

XmcuEI of quasi-equilibriumCavity condi-

tions prior to exhaustion of cavity gases.

E-

10+

By applying the isentropicrelations

lL=L
P.

11-—AOIASATIC

()p.

(7)

EXPANSION

1-

v

——--SATURATED

‘VA

VAPOR EXPANSION

~

‘~

“

.-.~
0.2

o

0.6

0.4

end

O.E

Lo

TIME, s

~
To

= LY-1
()
P.

(8)

‘

Fig.

i’

Cavity conditions during blowdown;
K,
P. = 18.92 x 105 N/rn2, To = h
y = 1.52, and nozzle diameter = 0.235 m.

the analytic expression
These results assume that the lithium within the
IL=

(1++$

)-*

P.
is

(9)

cavity expends as a perfect gas; but, If the pressure decreases below the saturation pressure at any

obtained, where -iis the time constemt. The

point, condensation may occur .arri
the subsequent

time constant ifIMo/tie,where M. Is the initial.

expansion might not be adiabatic. If the eqanaion

mass in the cavity end k. 16 evaluated at the ini-

were to follow saturation conditions, It would be-

tial pressure and temperature.

gin at 0.13

s where the temperature is equa3 to the

saturation temperature at the correspondingpressure,
By asBuming that the pressure deceys to 133
N/IU2(1 zsnlig)in 1~0 s, T and A cenbe cel.culat.ed

and subsequentprofiles wculd follow the saturated
vapor expnsion curves shown in Fig. 7.

with 13qs.6, ~, end 9. Results of such calculations over the probable cavity temperature rsnge
are

shown

in

Table I.

The insensitivityof the

The different results for adiabatic and sa-

turated eqansion indicate that condensation would

assumed cavity equilibrationconditions is further

decrease the density during blowdown. However,

indicated by the suuillvariation in nozzle diameter

experience at LASL with nozzle expansions of lithium

over the temperature range. Therefore, the cavity

indicate that a high degree of supersaturationre-

equilibrationtemperature is arbitrarily assumed to

sults, end condensation does not occur.(3)

be &N)OK; the correspondingpressure is 18.9(10)5

fore, an assumption of adiabatic expansion msy be

N/m2 end the correspondingmass of vaporized li-

more realistic

thium is 1.65 kg.

servative because the densities within the cavity
remain higher.

The resulting pressure, temperature, aud density profiles for the adiabatic expansion at an
initial temperature of @OO K are shown in Fig. 7.

ad,

There-

for this amilysis, is con-

TABLE

I

CAVITY CONDITIONS AND NOZZLE DIAMETER
POR ENERGY = 50 NJ AND CAVITY VOLUME = 4.189 m3

..
Initial ‘l!emperature,
K

.

2503

5000

k.

Mass Vaporized,
&

Nozzle Diameter,
m

1.838

13.14

0.259

1.776

15.24

0.250

1.654

18.92

0.235

1.528

21.85

0.220

1.385

23.77

0.203

Condensation of Cavity Exhaust Gases
a.

Initial Pressure,
~05 N/m2

Therefore, under these conditions,’the phenomenolow

General

of condenser processes is as follows: The

super-

heated lithium vapor enters the condenser at superDuring cavity blowdown through the sonic
nozzle, the downstream pressure to the “throat”
must be low enough to maintain sonic flow at the
throat, i.e., the cavity-to-throatpressure ratio
must be maintained at the critical pressure ratio.
This condition will be maintained if the downstream
duct area is divergent, thus providing a supersonic
nozzle or diffuser, end if the downstream pressure
is sufficientlylow. As the lithium vapor expands
in the diffuser, the state conditions will eventually come to the point of condensation,even though
highly supersaturated. The amount of supersaturation to be expected prior to condensation is unknown, but, as pointed out earlier, lithium condensation haa not been achieved in 8upersonicdiffuser flow experiments. In any case, should
condensation occur, a condensation shock will form
in the diffuser at that point and the subsequent
expansion will proceed at equilibrium saturation
conditions.

trolled if liquid droplets are injected into the

-.

rapidly become equal. Because the liquid-phase
mass is much larger then that of the gas phase and
the gas-phase velceity is much larger than that of
the liquid phase, the momentum balance requires a
large void fraction (ratio of gas to total volume)
to prevent choking the flow in the condenser. During the acceleration of the liquid phaee, the liquid is heated end the gas is cooled because of the
high energy trenspcrt rate. At first the gas Pressures are higher than the corresponding vapor pressures, so that no vaporization occurs. When the gas
predsure decreases to less than the corresponding
vapor pressure, vaporization occurs until the volume becomes saturated. Passage of the gas

phase

then proceeds at the equilibrium saturation condition, with vaporization or condensation dependent
upon the ratio of fluid pressure to vapor pressure;
i.e., vaporization occurs at a ratio less than

The compensationcan be predictable and con-

-.

sonic velocity. Momentum is transferred between
the two phases, so that their velocities very

unity (< 1.0) @

condensation occurs at a ratio

greater than unity (> 1.0). At the condenser exit,

vapor stream, thus making the condensationprocess

the gas end liquid phases are at equilibrium satura-

independent of the formation of liquid nuclei. If

tion, movi.nRat supersonic velocity, with most of

the droplets are small enough (< 10 Win),the liquid

the mass In the liquid phase. The exiting jet iB

phase will act hydrcdynsmicellyas a gas. The large

decelerated through turbulent mifig with an in-

surface area-to-voidvolume ratio of the ll.quid-

jected lithium stream, and the kinetic energy of

phaae particles enhances very high energy transfer

this mixture is then absorbed by Impacting in a

end mass-transfer rates between the two phases, so

stagnant Pool of lithium of greater depth (greater

that these transfer phencmena occur essentlaill.v
at

gravitationalheti) than the kinetic head of the

equilibrium, i.e., ae

mkture .

not time-dependent.

11

Energy,
gas phase

A conceptual Illustrationof the condena=
system is shown in Fig. 8.

The atond.zedSprw

is

aE:.

~

E-

[

u+w~
ax

,ti
P

(u)

1

Injected from a“recircul.sting
loop of the lithium
pool and is independent of the main heat-removal
looP of the condenser system. The return stream

(14)

.

●
✎

of the main heat-removalloop Is injected downstrewn to the exiting jet to provide deceleration
turbulence prior to iz@ngement with the lithium

where pT is the combined gas d
si~

liquid-phase den-

(total mass per unit volume); U is either the

gas or the liquid-phasevelocity (which remain

pool.

equal to one another from the equilibrium momentum
_sis

OP the time-dependentevent6 within

the condenser section is based on a solution of
the one-dimenBiontidifferential equations for the
consexwation of mass, momentum, and ener~, in-

exchange); the void fraction,X, is the ratio of
gas VOhIM3 to total volume; tiaM@t

and aEa/at

are the mass and energy source terms, respectively
for the injected liquid Sprv.

cluding change-of-stateprocesses and mass and
This system of equations is splved as an ini-

energy transfer between the two phases.

tial-value problem by a finite-differencetechnique;
The hydrodynamic conservationequations in the
Eul.eria!rspace
coordinate system,withcorrections

the equations are integrated in space

for

an

in-

cremental time cycle as described in Appendix B.

for area changes, are:
Tbe mass end energy balances for the transport
“ ~=*
Bas phase at

[

Mass,
3
‘r.
—.

—=
X!2!2YL

at

‘7%

~&l+
ax

D~+pua(YA),
‘3X ~A bX

1

processes are: for energy transport prior to
(lo)

(15)

au,
-

[u

-+Mt$#
ax

X?++d+>
1,

saturation,

(II)
(M)

(17)

(1.2)

(18)

‘“ZZLET”R”A’77wETm0wALL
INNER STRUCTURAL WAU
$#

(19)

//

H-

INNER PLENuM

where Mw

‘—FROM

HEAT EXCHANGER
llOkg/s,400”C

ATOMIZE” SPRAY

is the mass transported between phases,

AHv is the latent hsat of vaporization, the subscript t denotes liquid phase, the subscript v
denotes gas pha8e, and the subacripk VP denotes

-RECIRCULATE G FLOW
60kg/s, #81”C
FROM HEAT EXCHANGER
SOkgls, 400”C

t

COARSE LIQUIO SPRAY

saturated coalitions. In these latter five equations, if P = PRT > Pw,
~

occurs and ~

LIQUID
LITHIUM
POOL

coxxlenaationoccurs and

is negative; M P = pm C PW,

vaporization

is positive. The equation-of-state

for the gas phase is

P=(y-l)PE,

(20)

()
L

Fig. 8.
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TO HEAT EXCHANGER
RECIRCULATING FLOW

Concept for supersonic spray condense.

ad

follows the saturation llne (see Appendix C)

after saturation.

.

b.

Cavi~ Blowdown Without Liquid Spr~

At 0.02 s, the temperature end pressure profiles

The time require& to achieve isentropic
flow conditions has been determined by a calculation of the cavity blowdown with the above system

..

.

through the condenser are as shown in Figs. 9 and
10,

respectively. At this time the following con-

ditions exist through the duct. Within the first

of equations, without the liquid phase. The geanet-

. 2.0 cmthe gas is cooled ad

ric mesh for the calculation included the cavity end

with no vaporization or condensation occurring; at

the liquid is heated

the diffuser. The calculationwas carried out to

. 2.0 cm the liquid is heated to saturation end

0.1 s for initial conditions of 18.9(10)5 N/m2 end

mporization begins; at 8.o

&Cx3 K in the cavity, eml of 1.8 N/m2 end &30 K in

and at 30.0 cm the gas phase is fully “quenched” to

the nozzle. After . 1.0 ma, a quasi-equilibriumis

the llquid-spr~ temperature end pressure.

establishedend the flow process becomes essentially
Lsentropic. A comparison of the cavity conditions

cm condensationbegins;

The kinetic heed of the exiting jet from the
condenser section is . 1.6 x (10)6 N/m2 with a

as calculated by this time-dependentmethcd ad

denei~

those calculated by the equilibriummethcd (adiabatic

This kinetic heed is reduced to that equivalent to

eqension h

a gratity head of 1.0 m of lithium (-.4700 N/m2) by
turbulent mixing with en injected liquid spray to

Section 11.B.3) indicate slightly lo-

wer densities calculated by the time-dependentme-

of . 0.1kg/m3 end avelcxxlty of . W

m/s.

thod. This is a reasonable result because the

a density of 8.5 kg/m3 and a velocity of . 24 m/s.

cavity conditions remain stagnant for the equilib-

A detailed analysis of this final mixing process

rium calculation,whereas flow conditions within

is beyond the scope of this report.

the cavity are calculatedby the time-dependent
calculation.
c.

5. Wetted-Wall protective @fer

Cavlty Blowdown With Liquid SPrey
For a typical calculation, the

Farmation

Frot~tion from the initial high pellet-energy
fluxes is affofied by the formation of a layer of

initial

conditions exe 18.9 N/m2 exxibOOO K within the ca-

liquid lithium on the inside surface of the well.

vity and “choked” flow withti the converging section

prior to the initiation of the energy pulse.

to the throat; 1.8 N/m2 and 800 K within the dti-

minimum thickness of this layer is determined by

The

fuser end condenser sections; and a steady state

that enmunt of lithium that could be vaporized by

flow distributionof the liquid phase with a con-

the deposited pellet energy (50 MT); this amount

stant mass flow rate per unit area end the void

of lithium is . 2.5 kg, corresponding to a lwe.r

fraction varying from l.O at the inlet to 0.75 at

thickness of - 0.4 mm.

Results of calculations

the exit of the condenser section. The geanetry for

describing the Interactionbetween the pellet and

this calculation consists of a diffusar length of

wetted-w~

layer, presented in Section 11.B.2,

1.0 m with an outlet-to-inletarea ratio of 2.0,

indicate that only - 0.5 kg of lithium is vaporized

emd a condenser length of 1.0 m with a constant

during the int~ection time of . 1.0 me.

area. The “Eulerien mesh” consists of 200 zones

conservatively

(1.0 cm each).

1.0 mm is sufficient to protect the wall surface

assumed

It

is

that a minimum thickness of

from exposure during the pulse cycle.
The time-dependentcalculation ticludes the
flow comiitions within the diffuser d

the con-

denser, end the cavity and throat conditions are

-.

The layer is formed on the inside surface of
the wettedwti

by accumulation of the radial in-

calculated by the equilibrium method because of the

flow of blanket lithium through the porous weJ1.

rapid achievement of the isentropic conditions.

It is assumed that the flow impedance within the

mh

-,
to

0.02

@fpiCd
s,

Calculation has

been

c~j.ed

weJl can be tailored for any desired flow distriout
bution. During the pulse cycle, this flow W=

at which time a quasi~equilibriu con-

dition Is established. The initial shock passes

cease until the catity pressure decreases below
the blanket pressure (assumed to be of the order

through the condenser in - 3.0 me, during which
time the liquid phaee is accelerated to Machw2.

of 1 atm). As shown in Fig. 7, the cavi~

pressure

decreases to less than l.O atm at . 0.2 s after

13

pulse initiation; therefore, .0.8

s is available

for the formation of the layer.

During the collection and formation of the

,,

the forces acting to alter its tiorm.ity

layer,

are gravim, surface tension, the fluid viscous

1800 -

..

force, end any Imposed pressure gradients within
the cavity ar along the will.surface of the lwar.
1600

-

The equation of motion, assuming constant density
and unidirectionalflow tsngent to the tier

(21)

where al, is the circumferential

1000

\

t

tmc)~
0.05

o

0.10

DISTANCE

F@.

spher-

ical surface, is:

1400 -

[200

.

9.

THROUGH

Temperature
denser 0.02

0.20

0.15

0.25

CONDENSER,

m

distribution
in sprw cons after
pellet
inlti.ation.

1

increment

along the

direction of flow and F= is the viscous dreg force.
The surface-tensionforce does not appear in this
relationship because this force is alwws normal.
to the tangent of the rmlius of curvature, 1.e.,
in this case normal to the direction of flow; and,
for this analysis, it is assumed that the su.rface-

tension force is alwws counterbalancedby a force
derived from the ability of the liquid to support
tension through an internal stress mechanism.*
This assqption is valid where the radius of cur-

106

1

I

1

vature is large (the order of centimeters) end

I

I

negative, 1.e., such that the surface-tension
force is directed toward the center of the sphere.

\

10s

DI the

upper

hemisphere, should the radius of cur-

vature become positive and s!mill.,
the surfsce may
becane unstable, and a droplet msv fens end feJl

‘E
\
z

104

from the surface.

103

tension, a static (velocity = zero everywhere)

Because of the abU.ity of lithium to support

lwer with a thickness of the order of millimeters

u-

could be formed if pressure gradients are estab-

!%
m
u)
w 102
%

lished that equal the gravitational gradients.
However, at the steadY state flow condition, where
the velceity distribution is fully developed, the
layer thickness wtll be minimum. Although the

10’

stesdy-statecotiition will probably not be achieved
during a pulse cycle, an amlysis of this condition,
which results k

10°
0

I

I

I

I

I

0.05

0.10

0.15

0,20

0.25

DISTANCE

THROUGH

CONDENSER,

thickness is formed.

*
Fig. 10.
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l?ressure
ser 0.02

a minimum thickness of 1.0 Ins,

should ensure that a lithium layer of sufficient
m

distribution
in spray condens after pellet initIation.

..

The ability of molten lithium to support tension
has been bserved in high-temperatureheat-pipe
rese~ch.~~)

,.

For this analysis, the nw!s-continuity equation with constant fluid densi~

is:
0.5

pa@ij) + ai

I

(22)

= o,

.
where Ag is the cross-sectionalarea of the tangential.flow and & is the radial inflow through the

.

porous well. Assuming that the well impedance to
the radial inflow is such that the pressure gradients are zero, the equation of motion (Eq. 21) at
stesdy state becomes
Sfi.[

EQUATOR

pU~-Pg~+FD

ah

= o.

I

(23)
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Because the layer thickness is small, the flow is

Fig. Il.

leminer and the drag force may be expressedby the
Hegen-Poiseuillerelation,

Lithium l~er thickness at steady-state
flow conditions with uniform radial inflOW through Wetted W=.

are of the order of tenths of a meter per second,

%“

the steady-statecondition will not be achieved; in

where & is the circumfaentiel distance along the

any case, there wi31 probably not be sufficient time

flow path and Dt is the layer thickness. Equation

for a droplet to form before the next pulse is in-

23 then

itiated. The important petit Is that a sufficient

becomes

amount of lithium be collected on the inside surmu

Xf

- gab+

the redid

(24)

==O.
P Dt2

face during the approximately 0.8
sure

s of reduced

pres-

in the pulse cycle. Therefore, the crucial

design parameter in the formation of the protectin

inflow is uniform, the source in

layer is the well internal Impedance to the radial

Eq. 22 becomes

inflow of lithium.

ka~
a&=—

(25)
4TT r2’

c.

!csEBrmKE1’

where ~ is the totel radial.inflow, r is the cavity
radius, and b%

is the incremental inside surface

area of the well.

If ah endbAk are expressed as

functions of layer thickness, the three equations
(Eqs. 22, 24, and25) maybe

1.

Introduction
The physical effects resulting from energy de-

position, requiring spectiic ene.lysis,are:

integrated simultaw

neously, giving the veloci~ end thickness distri-

●

Removal.of Depo~

- Because the

deposited energy in the liquid lithium is remsred

bution of the layer.

by circulating it through en externsl heat exchanger,
Results of this integration for radial inflow
rates of 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, end 10.0 kg/s are presented in Fig. Il.
radial W1OW

These results indicate that a

of somewhat less then 5.0 kg/s will

provide a minimum thickness of 1.0 mm.

me

greater

the temperature distribution in the blanket is determined by the lithium flow rate end by the distribution of deposited energy. The deposited energy
within solid wells is removed by conduction to the
liquid as it flows in ccmtect with well surfaces.

thickness near the top of the upper hemisphere is
-1

undesirablebecause of the positive radius of
curvature, but this ~
the WSU

be cilleviatedby “tailoring”

iqpedance in this area to reduce the

redieilinflow of lithium. Because the velocities

●

Structural We21 Response - The inner struc-

tural WSJJ.and the outer pressure-vesselwall will
be stressed by the cyclic strains which result from
pressure forces within the cavity and from forces

15

within the liquid-blanketregiona. These stresses

1

I

I

must not exceed the limitations of the material.

NUMBER’OF

A —‘[00

1
2.

PULSES
.—-

Remoti of Deposited EnerW
250 –

a.

.

General
For a temperature increase of 350 K in

.

the blanket lithium, the flow rate is 10k.2 kg/s,
for a total energy of 152.kMJ deposited once each
second. This flow passes through the imer

struc-

tural WS31 and the main-pressure-vesselwell during
transit through the ICTR.
The analyses of the heat-transportprocesses
within the liquid lithium end structuralwalls are
baaed on solutions of the classical differential
equation for heat conduction (diffusion),with a

~ 200 –
w?
a
w
g [543
—
$
a
u
2
r
100—

convection term added. For apherfcal.symmetry, the
one-dimensionalequation with constent mass flow
rate is

.
aT
—.>&r2~)+qP Cp at

%=
h r2 ar

(26)

where the convection term is the last term of this
o
equation.

1.4

1.2

I.0

1.6

RADIUS,

b.

Temperature Distribution in Blanket
The volumetric heat-generationrates

1.

m

Fig. 1.2. Temperature distributions in blanket
between structuralwa31s for successin
energ pulses

(q-term inEq. 26) were celcul.atedfrom the energy
deposition values given in Table A-III, Appendix A.
w

Using these heat-generationrates, the temperature

I

700:–

distribution in the lithium between the inner structural weJJ.and the main-pressure-vesselwdl

I

I

was

calculated by a numerical solution of Eq. 26 for
successive pulses until the steady state cotiition
(aT/at .0) weE attained. These results, presented

~ 600 :-

●

duction is negligible and that .100 pulses are re-

!4!
3
~
a 5C0~–
w

qutied to attain steady state.

E

in Fig. 12, indicate that heat transport by con-

The steady-state solution of Eq. 26, neglecting
the conduction term, yields the distribution through

400 f- ,*INNER

the blanket region shown in Fig. 13.

m

1.0

alter this distribution,probably increasing the

0

LITHIUM

The possibil-

ity of mixing by natural convection currents could

OUTER WALL--

WALL

.
I
1.2

I
I .4

I
1.6
RADIUS, m

-LITHIUM-

1.8

.2D
r

temperatureswithin each liquid region to near the
exit temperature of that region; but, because the
radial outflow through the wfls

is uniform, this

possibility would not alter the wdl

16

temperatures.

Fig. 13.

Steady-state temperature distribution
through lithium blanket system.

The

“tail.orlng” of the well impedances for uniform

d. Heat Removal in the Structural Wells

raditi outflow obviates the need for internal structure within the lithium regions to maintain the
radial outflow.

determined by the structural analyses in Section

c. Heat Removal in Porous Wetted Well

11.C.3, below, are too large for conduction of the

The resulttig temperature distributions

.

l!hethicknesses of the inner and outer
(main-pressure-vessel)structural wells, which are

deposited heat to the inner end outer wall surf~es.

(by steady-statesolutions of Eq. 26) tbrough the

Therefore, this heat must be removed by the lithium

wetted wall, with the inner end outer surfaces of

that flows through the walls.

If the passages for

the well at constant temperature,are presented in

this lithium

uniformly

Fig. 14 for lithium flow rates of 3 and 10 kg/s.

spherical surf=e, the dominant temperature

Because of the low lithium flow rates (sufficient

will be tangential, between the passages. A COXl-

O-

to re-form the protective layer), the prtici-

psl mechanism of heat removal from this wdl

is by

radial.co!xiuction;
this is indicatedby the smsll

flow

are

arranged

over

the
~edfents

ventional desti for such passages is a triangular
array of holes, passing radially through the walk.
Results from calculations of temperature gradients

difference between the temperature distributionsat

for various hole sizes and void frutions in triangular

the two flow rates. Another csl.cul.atlon,
with the

arrays are presented In Fig. 15.

inner-wall surface as SA adiabatic boundary, re-

aasumes no radial crmduction end a constant tespara.

sulted in a maximum temperaturedifference of 67 K.

ture around the surface of the holes.

This
cookd

means that

the

outer-wall

surface

must be

by the flowlng lithium within the plenum be-

tween the wetted wall end the inner structuralwall.;

temperature

gradient

The calculation

The

resulting

is the difference between the

temperature at the adiabatic center between the holes
and that at the hole surface.

otherwise,the wall.material may overheat. The insi~

surface is cooled by vaporization of the proauu

tective lithium layer, but it may not be at the
same temperature as the outside surface.

250

x 20C
*-

4
-1
d 150
3
a
w
z
~

100

!50

-.

o
WETTED WALL THICKNESS, cm

-t

Fig. 14.

Steady-state temperature distributions
through wetted weJl for radial inflow
rates of 3 and 10 kg/s; inner and outer
well surfaces at constant temperature.

VOID

Fig. 15.

FRACTION

hltudmum steady-state
txesperature
difference
between coolant holes through structural
wells; holes in triangular e.rr~.

The structural.design criteria for these pas-

hydrodynamic and probeble mechanical coupling with

sages wiJl be ta limit the thermal stresses re-

the inner structuralwaJJ.. Therefore, the wall may

sulting from the temperature gradients and to lhsit

be porous, with an hvt.ricateinternal structure to

the void fraction so that the wdl

establish this high-impedanceflow path. Possibil-

strength is not

‘impaired
. As discussed in Section 11.C.3, below, a

ities for such structures are sintered metals or

tempn?ature gradient of 50 K is easily accommodated.

wire-wound

a

.

shell.

For the ~e.r wJJ., a coolant-holediameter of 0.25
cm d

a void fraction of 0.05, correspondingto a

3.

spacing of 1.06 cm between centers, might fulfil.1.

Structural-WaU

a.

Response

.

Cenera3

these criteria. For the outar WS33.,a O.g-cm-diam
The pressure forcefifrom the cavity tend

hole and avoid fraction of 0.05 would give a 50-K

to move the walls outward, but the pressure forces

gradient and a hole spacing of 3.8 cm.

within the liquid (generated through
e.

Flow Impedance through walls

the

hydro-

dynamic coupltig between thewfills end the lithium

Because the cooling of the inner cud outer

~SiOn

causedby neutron heating) and the wal.l-

structuralwells is by conduction to the lithium

restxvxhing forces cause a high-frequency oscil-

flowing through these walls, it is essential that

lation (ringing) of both waJ.1.a.l?hisringingis

this flow be uniformly distributed around the sphere.

superimposed on the cyclic motion frms the once-

This can be accomplishedby making the flow im-

per-second energy ~lse.

SeCause the stresses are
high-frequencyringing

pedance such that the pressure losses through the

cyclic with

waU

during each cycle, it is @te

apparent

sure changes within the lithium blanket regions. A

any reasonable

the mode of failure

reasonable assumption for this pressure 10ss is of

will

are significantlyhigher than the total pres-

the order of 104 N/n2, because the kinetic ener~

a corresponding

vessel lifetime

that for

be that of fatigue.
b.

Material compatibility with Lithium

changes within these regions will necessarilybe
Smau.

A means of supplying such a flow restriction

to investigatematerials of high purity or known

could be the placement of orifices in the coolant
holes through the well. For the inner w-,

corrosion properties. ~

an

orifice with a diameter of . 0.08 cm in each cool4
ant hole would provide a pressure loss of . 10 N/m2.
For the outer wall, an orifice diameter of .

0.22

cm

would provide this impedance.

alloys having higher

strength and fatigue properties ~

find applica-

tion; howewa?, their corrosion properties would
need further investigation.
Based on expemhnentaldata,‘5) material..com-

The flow hpedance of the wetted wall is
‘!ta~~edtfto protide the desired Protective-layer
thickness on the inside surface. Although the flow
distribution will be essentially uniform, this Is not
for the purpose of cooling the wall. The major difference between the flow @edence

of this wall and

that of the structuralwa3..l.s
is that the friction
pressure loss of the wetted wall must be higher by
at least a factor of 10.

A conservative approach has been taken

l?hepressure in the ple-

num between the wetted wall and the inner structural

patible with lithium In the temperature range of
interest are the austenitlc stainless steels, the
refractory metals, iron-chrcmiumalloys, and pure
iron. Of these materials, the austenitic sixul.nless
steels are less eqxxsive to fabricate; therefore,
this material is preferable M

grain-boundary

attack does not alter the structuralproperties
prohibitively.
Mass transfer of stainless steel In lithium
appears ta be a minor problem at 5kO”C, with only

WSJJ.will.be of the orda of 105 N/m2 (1.0 atm), and

very minor grain-boundaryattack, 0.0015 in.

the pressure in the cavity will be

curring in 3000 h of a dynamic test at one cycle per

less

than103

N/m2

oc-

during the last 0.5 s of the pulse cycle. Because

minute.(5) Baaed on these data, stainless steel

this wall does not restrain my

should be acceptable for the inner wall at ~°C.

pressure forces, it

is not subjected to significant stress loads eJ.-

However, a significant amount of grain-boundary

though it must behave elaaticaJ2y due to the

attack and mass transfer would be expected for the

18

.

stainless-steel

wKU

pressure-vessel

at

700”C

for

These equations are integrated explicitly in

extremely long operating times, end greater mass

space end time by a finite-differencetechnique,

transfer than indicateiby data for one-cycle-per-

as described in Appendix B.

nrlmrtatests would be expxted for the continuously
operating system. The refractory metals pose a

hollow sphere, ditided into 150 zones of equal

significantlysmaller corrosion and mass-transfer

.

problem; but, as

be discussed later, the de-

will

For the calculation, the configuration is a

crease in strength of the stainless steel caused by
corrosion is probably insignificant.

thickness, with a l.O-m inner radius end a l.~-m
outer r~ius.

The initial conditions are deter-

mined as folMws.

The density distribution is

found (by using Eq. 28) from the temperature
in Fig.

that of maintaining suiequatecorrosion resistance in

105 @n2;

with

parent materials, welds, and brazes necessary for

sure distribution, shown in Fig. 16, is determhed

fabrication of the w.sJIs.

(egahfrom

One of the major matarial.sproblems will remain

c.

13 at

this

a constant

dis-

tribution

pressure

of

densi~ distribution the pres-

Eq. 28) by eddhgthe

energy distribu-

tion (shown in Fig. 17 and calculated frcnuthe

well strains

energy deposition in l?ehleA-III, Appendix A) to
The analysis of wdl

strains is ba.wi on

the original steady-state energy distribution.

the bouxiary motion of the liquid, as determined
Throughout the calculation, a Wessure profile,

from the solution of the hydrodynamic equations for
conservationof mass, smmentum, and energy. The
equations are formulated for one-dimensionalapher-

shown in Fig 18 and derived frm Fig. 4, WE,Simposed as the inner-well boundary condition.
The results from a typical calculation are

icel geanetry in the Lagrangian-spacecoordinate
system. The equations for mass ami momentum conservation are identicalto Eqs.

shown in Figs. 19, 20, and 21.

The wdl

parameters

for this calculation are: p = 8000 kg/m3, Y =

land20f

Section 11.B.2, above. The conservation of energy

2 x 1011 N/m2, hner-we3J.Dw = 0.01 m, outer-wall.

equation is

DV=

The pressures in Fig. 20(a) and (b)

0.10 m.

are the pressures in the lithium zones adjacent ta
aE
E=-

(P+Q)

~.

(27)

the walls. The outer WSJ2.initially moves outward
due ta the sudden lithium expansion caused by the

The equation-of-statefor liquid lithium, developed from definitions of the adiabatic compressibility factar end the volumetric coefficient of

neutron-energydeposition. The inner wall also
initially moves outward, due to the impulse from
the cavi~ pressure buildup. During these initial
Wallsx)vements, the internal pressure wave from the

thermal expansion (see Appendix C) is

neutron deposition moves outward at the speed of
(P - Po)
P=—

P BC

~~
‘Beep’

(28)

where p. is the reference density of 507 kg/m3 at
47’3K.

sound. At 0.18 me (the time for sound to travel
a distance of 0.7 m) the pressure wave reflects off

pressures in this equation are restricted

to a minimum of 200 N/m2 to simulate vaporization,
which will precede any significantnegative pres-

the outer wtillend returns to the inner wall at
0.36 me.

pressure face
dissipates.

sure (fluid tension).

reversed
“.

The restrains

force of the vessel waJ2.sis

accounted for by the addition of a strain term to

-,

the momentum equation at the inner and outer boundaries of the problem. !l%emomentum equation for
the problem boundaries is

well

-r22&.+
~s”

ar

as this

At 0.6
end is

restraining

first

me the

accelerated

internal
inner-wd.l
inward

pressure
motion
by the

wave
is

inner-

force coupled with the force

exerted by the pressure wave that has been building
up immediatelybehind the wall. At this time the
outer well motion also i6 reversed by its restraining force.

2YDW
%=

The motion of the inner wall is manentarily

reversad, then continues outward due to the catity

The pressure wave, which originated at

the inner wall, arrives at the outer wall.at 0.78 me;
(29)

as the wave reflects, its intensity is amplified by

19

1.0
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TIME, ms

“Fig.18.

Cavity

.

pressure

profK1.etransmitted to
inner waU., derived fras Fig. 4.
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IMtial
lithium

pressure
resulting

distribution
in blanket
from neutron-energy

deposition.
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TIME,

“Fig. 19. Displacement Of StrUCtUX’d WtiS during
initial period of oscillation; (a) outer
W~,
(b) inner Wm.
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Fig. 17.
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Heat deposition in blanket lithium - used
In WSU. strain anilysis.
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4.0
2“0

TIME,

6.0

10.0

Displacement of structural walls indicating
oscillatorymotion; (a) inner wall, (b)
outer wall..

the inward motion of the outer wall.

E
.
go

eci

m$

When this wave

returna to the inner well, at 0.96 ma, the well is
driven into compression and is accelerated further

g

Inward until the restraining force end the catity
Y

-2.0

pressure force again reverse the motion,
the wall outward at 1.35 ma.

which began at 0.6 ma, are repeated,
, 1 , I 1 1
,,,
I I I I I I I I I
I I I 1 I I I I 1?1
o
05
1.0
1.s
2.0
TIME, ms
(9)

cent inues to oscillate,

accelerating

At 1.8 m the events,
and the system

driven by the natural

fre-

-4.0

-.

quency of the outer w&l.1..This is shown by the results of a calculation to 10 ma, plotted in Fig.

21.

No damping mechanism that could reduce the above
Fig. 20. Pressure h lithium zones adjacent to:
(a) outer wall, (b) inner wall.,(c)
velocity of inner WSJI, during initial
period of oscillation.

motions has been provided for either WSM.. Damping
will exist but will not significantlyaffect the
first few cycles.
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Naximum strains

that

result

from varying

d.

the

Inner-weIl.
thickness, the modulus of elasticity, end
the density are shown in Fig. 22.

In alllcases the

Anal.y ala

structural

As mentioned previously, the failure mode
is fatigue. TO obtain a conservative comparison be-

maximum strain occurred with the wall in tension,

tween imposed ad

frequently on the second cycle. Vitihstiff= WSU.S

able fatigue properties obtained from the literatWe(6,7, 8,9) were based on either 107 or 108 cyclee,

(higher mcdulus of elasticity) the strain is less
but the stress is increased. A discussion of these

allowable fatigue stresses, allow-

whichever WSB longest. Although 1.07or 108 oycles

results will follow in the subsequent section. Den-

are equivalent, respectively,to only .-100 or 1000

sity changes of the inner wall have little effect

days of operation at one cycle per second, an ex-

on the resulting strain.

tremely minor decrease in allowable fatigue pro-

The thickness of the outer well was also varied
to determine the effect on WS2J.strains. These

re-

sults, shown in Fig. 23, indicate that for thicker

outer walls the strain is reduced in the inner waJl,
as well as

in

the outer wsIl.

perties would be expected for exposures beyond the
107 to 108 cycles. Other then the normal cyclio
fatigue damage, allowable material fatigue properties wSU. be degraded by corrosion or maas transfer end possibly by irradiationdamage. The structural.properties of concern are then fatigue 8trength
end Youngrs nmdu.lusof el..astioity.For comperiaon

0.0018

of stainless steel with prospective refracta~ metals,
0.0016 —

a fatigue analysis was conducted which in-

‘

eluded Ti-55, Ti-70, Zr-1.5Sn, and Nb(O.001$ 02)
as well as 300-series stainleBs steel. The fatigue
strength ami Youngss modulus of these mtterials are

0.0014

Y=o-

shown in F*s . 24 d
t

O.ooa

25, respectively.
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PI = 8000 kg/m’
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Fig. 22.

0.04

0.05

m

Qoool

strain of inner wall as a function of i.nner-weJJ.
thickness for various
materiel properties (density and modulus

Maximum

o

;f2;:’$iy~j.~;t;:&~g-:
Y=2X10U
N/m2; inner wall thickness = O.01 m.
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Mexlrm.mWSXL strains aa a function of
outer wall thickness.
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As can be seen in Fig. 22 the inner wall is

I

I

o!
o

600

800

,%

Modulus of elasticity of prospective wall
structuralmaterials.

Any imposed thermal stress will reduce the

subjected to a radial deflection affected primarily

d.bwable fatigue stress. As shown in Fig. 27 for

by the modulus and thickness of the materiel. Im-

a limiting gradient of . 50 K, the imposed thermal

posed stresses, plotted in Fig. 26, are calculated

stress results in only a minor reduction in aJ.low-

from these radial deflections for stainless steel,

able fatigue properties. Obviously, for a final

niobium, zirconium, and titanium, based on the

design, more margin in the form of increased thick-

modulus values in Fig. 25 and on a stress-concen-

ness will be required than indicated by the pre-

tration factor of 2.2, based on the void fraction

dicted failure points shown in Fig. 26.

of 0.05. The imposed stress curves have taken
into account the variations in Young~s modulus,
Poissonts ratio, hole-stress concentrations,and
the effects of ligament efficiencies of the trh.nguler hole pattern on these properties. Allowable
properties are based on published tensile-fatigue
data(6~7~8~9)at1070r 108 cycles (Fig. 24) md,

The imposed sd.ternathg stresses in a niobium
or stainless-steelouter wfl,

shown in Fig. 28,

have been calculated from the deflection characteristics in Fig. 23.

The allowable stresses are based

on the same type analysis as for the inner well.
~osed

stresses for titanium end zirconium, which

have relatively low tensile and alternating-stress
for a conservative estimate, have been corrected
for biaxial effects using Gough’s approximation.
As can be seen from Fig. 26, the shell thicknesses requtied are 0.072 m for niobium, 0.043 m for

properties at 700”C, are not shown. lb illustrate
the effect of Youngss modulus on this imposed stress,
n
modultofY=lx10
N/m2 for stainless steel and
u
ofY=2xlo
for niobium have been plotted.

stainless steel, end 0.024 m for zirconium. TWO
The wall deflection of the outer vessel is very
grades of commercially-pu-etitanium, Ti-55 and
Ti-70, axe also plotted. If the corrosion pro-

emall compared with that of the inner vessel. For
a 10-cm-thick vessel, stainless steel has a large

perties of Ti-70, with its higher concentration of
~g~
02 and Fe were adequate to permit its use, the
allowable thickness could be reduced from 0.046 m
for Ti-55 to 0.014 m for TI-70. A similar comparison could be made for niobium, where the thickness could also be reduced significantly if a higher O content could be tolerated.
2

in fatigue strength. Although the corrosion

and mass-transfer resistances are better for niobium,
additional corrosion allowance is probably not necessary for a stainless-steelpressure vessel,
which would be an extremely thick structure. The
thermal stress resulting frcm a 50-K temperature
gradient will present no problem.
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III. AREAS OF UNCERTAINTY

There are two m3jor categories of neutron

A . RADIATION DAM4GE

damage:
Neutron damage ta the inner walls of the can-

(1) atomic diaplacewnts, i.e., Frenkel-

pair production, and (2) nuclear transmutations.

fining vessel could limit the design pcwer level

The production rates of Frenkel pairs and transmu-

and, more importantIy, require replacement of the

tation products can be estimated: the transnultation
(n) ad
production from standard cross-sections;

inner walls during the lifetime of the power plant.
TIIusneutron damage beccmes an important factor af-

Frenkel~pair production from the elzusticand in-

fecting both the feasibility end econodcs of the

elastic differential scattering cross-section

plant. This damage to an ICTR inner wall is similar

(coupledwith a slowing-dcw~~del

to that to the reaction cavity wall af a hKTH, which

knock-on, displaced atoms,

must endure comparable fluxes of neutrons with simi-

Kinchin and Pease‘13)). As an example, estimated

lar eneng

displacement and transmutationproduction rates for

spectra. Moreover, most magnetic systems,

which do not have the protective lithium coathg af

afthe primary,

as given by

niobium, the comnon inner-wall material for MCTRs,

ICTRS on the inner wall, must also endure significeht

are shcwn in Table II. These results were calcu-

fluxes of charged particles and lcw-enerw phd.on

lated by using the abwe-cited cross-sectiondata

radiation.
Unfortunately, neutron radiation damage cannot
be predicted accurately because the expected flu-

1

ences are beyond present experience. The average
15
flux af neutrons at the wetted wall is .-.
2 x 10
neutrons/s cm2 with an energy spectrum as sham
F%.

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

1

1

I

I

J?’
39%

in

29. Fast-flssim reactors produce neutron

fluxes of comparable magnitude, but only at lcwer
12%

i

energies (< 2.5 MeV). Ha#ever, because many important neutron reactians have energy thresholds ex-

~
=

k

ceeding 2.5 MeV, extrapolationof data from such
fission reactors is inadequate. Cockcroft-Walton
acceleratorsproduce the appropriate neutron spectra,
but only at fluxes lwer by a factor of .-103;
therefore experiments equivalent to ten or twenty
years of fusion-reactoroperation would be clearly
impractical. Underground explosicm of thermonuclear weapons could prwide appropriate fluxes and
spectra, but only in short, single pulses, with the

-.

result that the total fluence would not be edequate,
amOUnting to only a few minutes of reactor operation.

-.

Various experiments are underway to model same aepects of the radiation-damageproblem to be encountered in fusion reactors, but all are deficient in

NEUTRON

ENERGY,

MeV

either fluence or spectrum. New experimentswith

(lo)

appropriate f~es
end energies are proposed,
but none are under wey.

Fig. 29.

Neutron spectrum at the ICTR inner wall.
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and the spectrum in Fig. 29. The amount of material
(12)
swelling can also be computed, as done by ?iartin.

fatigue strength. It has been suggested that cyclic

Unfortunately, the effect of these transmutation and

pai.rs\15) thus reducing the damage caused by atomic

loading could promote recombinationof the Frenkel

Frenkel-pair prcducticm rates or of the swelling on

displacement. Because of the general sim.Uarity of

the important structural properties (ductility,

the present I(YPRwith other fision concepts, the

yield strength, fatigue strength, and creep rate)

results from present &xliation-damagerese~ch being

cannot be calculated.

conducted for the latter should also be applicable

.
.

to the ICPR.
TABLE II

.

DAMGE REACTION RATES FOR A NIOBIUM INNER wAIL

Product

Production
Rate, $/Year

Reactians

S..7

Frenkel pairs

see text

Hydrogen

(njp)

0.037

Helium

(n,a)+(n,n’a)

0.021

zirconium

(n,2n)+(n,p),(n,cz)

0.76

Yttrium

(n,n ‘a)

0.017

B.

INIXJCEDACPIVITY AND AFTRRHEAT
(16,17)

Several investigators

pected in a fusion pc%ferplant, compared to the
gross fission-ptiuct activi~ in an analogous
fission plant. Of perhaps greater significance,
from the standpoint of potential inadvertent releases to the plant environs,

For the stainless-steelinner walls of the
swested

ICTRP the the~retical apprcach outlined

above is more difficult then for niobium because of
the many ccmstituents in stainless steel, tinegreat
number of isotopes fen’each constituent,the large
cross sections for same reactions at thermal energies, and the necessity of including ncm-linee ef-

have consm?nted

upon the smeller levels of radlokctivityto be ex-

Is the fact that the

radioactive”productsof a fusion plant will generally exist in snore tractable physical form than
in a fission reactor, i.e., as induced activi~ In
the structural conqmnents of the fusion reactor,
rather than as fission products.

(A singular ex-

ception is the tritium activity in a fusion reac(1?)
tor; hcwever, studies
indicate that the implied

fects due to tsotapic “burn-in”and “bum-out”.

tritium handling problems will not negate the over-

Because of these difficulties,the calculations Of,

all relative advantage of a fusion plant.)

e.g.,helium
production, do
(14)

data from fast reactors.

not agree well with
M3re Importantly,

Induced activity and attendant afterheat in
fosion-reactorstructureswill, hmever, be impor-

large mounts of data concerningthe effects of fast

tant factors in the engineeringdesign and in the

fission fluxes on the structuralproperties of

operation and maintenance of such a plant. After-

(14)

stainless steel are available,

-

but these data do

heat levekwiJl

imply substantial component-cooling

not agree with calculations and must be correlated

requirenvmtsfor long periods of the

after shutdcxm;

empirically. In view of the apparent complexi@ of

end many orders-of-magnitudeof (y-ray) shielding

these demage processes it is difficult to see ha

wtll be needed to tiw

such enpirical correlations can be extrapolated for

cess to the vicinity of the fusion reactor struc-

a radiation spectrum such as that shown in Fig. 29.

tural components. This Izutterpoint is particularly

In summary, the neutron-demageeffects expected
in the 1~

are similar to those to be expected for

kfHRs because the fluxes and s~ctra are similar.
For the ICTR the lithium wetting the wall protects

even limited personnel ac-

important if maintenance (or replacement)of structural vessels is required.
AlthWh

the absence of fission products is a

paramount advantage, the relatively large induced

the wd.1 from high-velocityparticles and lcw-energy

activity in fusion-reactorstructures, ccmpared to

photons, which in magnetic systems interact with

that in fission reactors, is basic, and derives

the cavity wall.

On the other hand, cyclic loading,

from two fundamental characteristicsof the fusion

which occurs in the ICTT?walls, does n&. occur in

reactor. First, fision reactions

most UE4?neticsystems. It should be pointed out,

the ratio of excess neutrons produced ~rnx?gawatt

are neutron-rich;

hcwever, that radiation damage coupl.edwl.thcyclic

in a (D+T) reactor, to excess neutrons produced per

loading may not be necessarily detrimental to the

=gawatt
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in a fission reactor is in the range of

,.

- 2

3.

to

More impotiantw, most fission neutrons

58Ni(n,p)58C0~, . 3h~_58Fe

~stabhl

+ 0.5 to l.~

do not leave the core, whereas most fusion neutrons

MeV 7-reys

will reach at least the inner walJ-;thus, the effective neutron flux ratios (fusion-to-fission)for

.
.

structural.
vesseb

(stable)
+ lml-enerw 7-reys

are typice3Jy more like 20 to 80.

Secondly, neutrons iW~g@

UPon fusion-reactor

(blanla?t)
material.swillbeveryfast;

.
.

52Cr(n,2n)51Cr =5%
EC

52Cr(n,p)5R 3.mm
r

52Cr (Stabk)
+ 1.4 NeV y-rays.

perhaps 20

to 4C$ of these neutrons will have energies af 6 to
as shain in Fig. 29.

14 MN,

Esthated activities (in curies) for these reaction
At the=

neutron

en-

products in the inner wall are shmn

in Table III,

ergies a preponderance of particle reactians, e.g.,
for a shutdcwn time (t) =0.
(n,’i?n),(n,p), canbe

expected fi structura~te-

rial.s,end such reactions genersJ3y lead to radioTAFLE III

active daughter products, UWY

of which have 13M
APPROXIMATE RADIOACTIVl?rYAT SHUTDWN FOR INNER
WALL OF !2C0-141t
ICTR

half-lives.
In the present study, the afterheat and the
dose-rate levels after shutdmn were not estimated
accurately. Such estimates have been made by others
for typical lKTR systems,(m~19) ~d the ICTR under

Species
—.
54M

discussion should not be very different in these
respects. (The main difference is that the present

55Fe
56M
57C0
58C0

be expected in magnitudes, but not in the qualita51cr

tive implicationsof the results.

5%

——30d

180d

lw
__

303d

0.14

0.70

l.z

0.49

2.8

5.3

10.0

10.4

10.0

Jyr

2.0

_~

2.1

16.6 22.5
10.4

10.4

27(M

0.09

0.44

0.73

1.2

1.2

71 .3d

0.o1

3.1

3.7

3.8

3.8

27 .8d

2.0

3.7

3.7

1.5
—.
14.2

1.5

1.5

3.7
1.5

3.7
1,5

22.2

26.5

39.2

45.2

3 .rm

Some rcugh order-of-magnitudevalues willbe
estimated to illustratethe activity levels to be

RadioactivityAfter Various
Operating Times, 107 Ci

2 .6y
2.58h

ICTR pressure-vesselmaterial is staird.esssteel,
instead of a refractory metal.) Differenceswould

HalfLife

Total

expected. Consider a 5-cm-thick inner wall in an
-200Mit

IC’lR(Fig. 1). The flux of high-energy

neutrons (W6 to 14 MeV) at this wal. lwillbe
-7X

1014 neutrons/s cm2 (plus lwer-energy fluxes

Fcr an operating time af cme year, one manth
after shutdcwn the total activity is - 1.1 x 108 Ci,
produced primarily by 55Fe, 58C0, ~d

51cr.

For

of - 2 to 3 times this magnitude). Using calcu-

long times after shutdcwn (t > several months), the

lated ICTR fluxes, rough est~ted

reactian C~SS
sections,(U) end appropriate decey data,(x) the

activity is primarily fmm 55Fe, with a hsJ.f-life
of 2.6 years (five years after shutdcwn, the 55Fe

possible neutron-inducedactivities in iron, nickel,

activity is still N 1.4 x lo7 Ci).

and chromium were scanned. The results indicate
that the following reactions are of principal impor-

The

t3C’bi.Vfkies

h

Table

III

jqly

rather

~~h

and long-lasting sf’terheatlevels and biological

tance (for operating times greater then a few

dose rates. Table IV shins estimates for these two

months) :

quantities as functions of time after shutdcwn.

54

54Fe(n,p) Mn

3QQ54cr

EC

~~tabbl

~o.835&v7-rw

Although these est~tes

are uncertain to, perhaps,

SXIorder of n!agnitude,they are indicative of the
2.6Y

56Fe(n,2n)55Fe~

55m

~stablel

+ 1=-energy y-rays
56

56Fe(n,p) Mn

2~56Fe
~-

maintenance of such a component.

(Stabh)
+ 0.85 to

36h~+, 57c02wl
58Ni(n,2n)57NiEc,
w
+ 0.5

~e~
ta be expected. clearly, heavy biological
shielding would be required for the removal or

2.1

I&v

7-rws

57Fe ~stabk)

t3 1.9 Mev y-rwrs
2’j’

TASLE Iv
APPROXIMATE AI”l’ERHEAT
AND lXX3ERATE FROM INNER WALL
OF A 2~-M?t ICTR
(OperatingTime, 1 yr)
T*
Nuclear
-_

54m

o
AfterHeata

0.10

55Fe
56m

o .q
2.28

57C0
58C0

After Shutdwn

sO d
AfterDose
Heat
Rate

Dose
Rateb
—_.

1 yr
Dose
AfterHeat
Rate
—.—.

0.014

0

0.02

0

0

0

0

0.02

0

0

0

0.09

0.86

0.04

0.40

o

0 .o~

0

0.05

o

Q

0

0.04

o

0.04

0

0.50

2.83

0.37

2 .I.l

0.01

0.08

0

0

0.16

0

0.08

o

0

0

0

0

5+

0.36

1.93

0

0

0

0

0

0

Totals

3.5

0.65

3.0

0.12

0.48

0.02

0.014

51cr

19.7

.
.

Txxe
Rate

0

0 .gz?
14.0

5 yr
AfterHeat

.
.

%.!egwatts.
bUnits of 106 rem/h a~ distance of 1.m.

C.

REM)VAL OF CONTAMMNTS

FROM LTI’HIUM

Contaminantsthat must be removed fran the
ICTR lithtum systems may be divided into two groups
--noncondensablesend condensables. The noncondensables are helium--a (D+I?)reaction byproduct (also
formed in the lithium); unburned deuterium and tritium from the pellet; and tritium formed from neutron reactions in llthium. The ccmdensablesare

PalJet materials, other then unburned fuel and
(D+T)-reactionproducts, end lithium tritide, which
is formed as tritium is produced by neutron

aqywey to maintain the necessary ILW condenser pressure). Unburned fuel and lithium compounds in the
cavity can probably be confined to the condenser
system. Excess deuterium end tritium gases can be
pumped out by the vacuum system; end lithium colupounds can be crystallized in a cold trap operating
at s~ghtly above the Mthium melting point, e .g.,
at 200”C, end located in a side-stream from the
atomized-sprayrecirculate
ion

100P

Of

the condenser

system.
There are two reasons for matitaining a lou

reactions.

tritium inventory in the blanket system:

Another contaminant, not created by nuclear
reaction, that must be removed, is o~gen.
nmst alkall-metal systems, the wygen

As in

content must

be maintained at a very lcw level. Methods of oxygen removal are discussed elsewhere,(21,22) ad beyond the scope of this report.

(1) mini-

mization of tiieradiologicalhazard frcsntriti.um
(due to normal leakage or accidental release) end
(2) prevention of lithium tritide crystallization
in the cool portions of the system, e.g., in the
c~ld end af the intermediateheat exchanger. A
remcvel problem arises because lithium tritide remafns in solutionwith metallic lithium at a concen-

Of these contaminants,tritium and lithium
tritide fowd

in the blanket are the only ones

that appear to pose a removal problem. The condensable pellet materials will sol.id~ and can be
collected in the lithium pool ~f the sprey condenser, where they can be removed by filtratlon.
Helium will collect as a gas and can be removed
from the spray condenser through a vacuum pumping
system (a vacuum system will probably be needed

28

tration which is a function of temperatu~.

This

concentrationvaries from --1 nmle ~ at 1000°C to
$ at 200”C.(23) (~e wide range

O.01-to-O.b mde

of uncertainty at 200°C is due to uncertainties in
extrapolating data from @O°C.)

If the 750°C stream

entering the.heat exchanger has an equilibrium LiT
concentration,solid Lillwill be crystallized and
depasited in the heat exchanger as the stream is
cooled during transit. Therefore, if LiT

.“

crystallizationin the heat exchanger is to be pre-

kOO”C return stream balm

vented,* the LiT concentration in the inlet st=am

concentrate
ion. If this is not cufficient, another

(750”C for the present ICTR) mustbe

reduced to, or

below, the equilibrium LiT concentrationof the uut-

side-stream cold trap, located in the main kCO°C
return stream, my

lat stream (400”C for the present ICTR).

.
.

cept, has been studied end proposed for other fusion
power plants.(”)

~fs ~thd

be necessary.

In summary, the follmring considerate
ions will

A m?thod for tritium removal.at high temperature, which would be applicable for the present con-

.

the equilibrium volubility

takes advantage of the

high ~mabil.ity

of sane m?tala notably niobium-1$
zirconium) to hydrogen diffusion.[25) In this ap-

be applicable for the design of a contaminant remwal

system for the present 3?JTRconcept:
●

Condensable zWerials from the pellet, and

LiT formed in the cavity, can be removed by filtration in a side-stream cold trap, operating at
- 200°C, of the condenser recirculation loop.

proach the tritlum concentration,and thereby the
LiT concentration,in the high-temperaturelithium
etream would be reduced by diverting a side-st~em
to a system containing thin ‘bindcws”of a metal
through which the tritlum will readily diffMee.
Hcwever, the tendency of bydmgen

(or tritium)

to mmdily diffuse through metals poses a pzmblem in
the present concept--that of tritium leakage through
the outer containsu?nt
wall because permissible tri-

●

Noncondensablematerials (helium and un -

burned fuel) in the cavity can be resnved through
a vacuum pwmping system.
●

Trit.hs leakage through the outer wall at

‘750”Cwill prObably be excessive. This lealmge must
be prevented or some means of collecting the leakage
must be provided.
●

The steady-state

LiT concentrate
ion within

tium leakage rates to the atmospheresare very low

the blanket system should be kept as low as psslble --

(see Section II.D). Eased on the pemability

p=ferably at less then the equilibrium solubili~

of

hydrogen through stainless steel’25) (which j.S

concentrate
ion at the I.west system temperature (@”C).

- 10 ‘2 times

Either of two removal.methods can probably effect

that through niobium), the tritium dlf-

fuaion through the 2.5-cm-thick outer well will be

thts lcw IAT concentrate
ion--tritium diffusion through

excessive, ~stig a radlobiologicalhasard as well

a metal (e.g., niobium) membrane at high tempera-

as inflictingen economic penalty. This leakage

ture, end LiT crystallisationand removal by fil-

therefore must be reduced. One possibility consists

tration at lcxitemperatm.

In cladding the outer vessel wall with a material,
e.g., tungsten, that has a low pe~ability

for tri-

tlum diffusion. Another possibilitywould be to enclose the entire ICTR h

another vessel, maintained

at a lcw temperature, end then to evacuate the volume
between this vessel and the outer WSJI.

If the lat-

ter scheze is used, the reduction of tritlum concentration in the blanket could be enhanced by placing niobium ‘kindms” in the outer wall of the ICTR
as shcwn in Fig. 1.
The removal Of LiT in a side-stream cold trap
of the condenser recirculationloop will probably be

Currently, data are needed to pretlic~these
phenouma accurately. These data include equilibrium volubility constants of LiT in lithium,
equilibrium dissociation constants for 2 LiT ~ 2 Li
+ T2, and permeation c0n6tantS Of tritfUM in various
metals. Because appropriate tritium aata are un available, prekhnin~ des@n studies(*4,26) ~ve
been based primarily on the extrapolation Of L%
end hydrogen data. Although the extrapolate
ions em
baaed on knmn physical.principles, the possible
errors am

currently too large to undertake detailed

design of processtig equiplumt.

aufficient to maintain the LiT concentration in the
●✎

D.

*

Actually, crystelllzation in the heat exchanger may
be only a minor Froblem if one is w i.33S.ng
to accept
the economic penal~ of using an extra heat exc~er--des~ned
to transfer the full heating
load--so that one heat exchanger may be taken “off
line” for “regeneration”by heating it to vaporise
or dissolve the crystallisedLiT.

SAFETYFEATURESO FANICTRP

IANT

In discussing the safety of fueion-paremd
plants, we are eep=cialJy concernedwith “nuclear
safety“--most importantly,with the protection of
the public frcssradiation hazards.

29.

The hasards of handling molten lithium are
beyond the Scope
discussed elaewhe= (21,=) ad _

ti.umemits only a low-enezgy beta particle), end

Of this repOrt.

tight envelope. The problem, hmever,

therefore poses no hazard if containedwithin a leakis in ede-

quately containing gaseous tritium, es diocu.asedin
As in a f~sion-pcwered plant, there are nuclethe previous section. lh particnilar,tritium leakage
ar reactionswithin the fusion-poweredplant; therefore, radiologicalhaserds are attendant. Beyond

frcm the primary lithium blanket system must be sufficiently I.cwso that tritium concentrationswithin

this fact it is difficult (and often futile) to draw
and outside the plant area are less than prescribed
enelogfis between fission and fusion hammls.

As

pointed mat in Section III.B, cldse have been made
that fu8icu pknts wfl

be “orders-of-magnitude”

llmlts (the allowable tritium concentrationat a
boundary to the public(27) is2xl.o -7 VC1/cm3 or
2 x 10-17 g/cm3) For example, in an operating
●

sder tbm

fission plants, based on the comparison

of fission-productactivity to the estim.atedactfv-

plant with this boundary at a radius of 100 m the
allowable tritium leakage rate fran the plant is of

ity of tritium end of the acthrated stmctures in
the order of 10-9 to 10-M
a fuaion plant. This cOnQerisOn is not ve~
sw&

uaet%l

Poh

cm3 (STP)/S H

the t~s-

Of tritium to this boundqy fran the plant is

because levels of activitiesper se are esby difYuaiDn thruugh air. This lmi alluaable leakage

sentially mean@less
hazards. @

in terms of radiobiologicel

fact remains that the operation of

mte

imposes en extremely stringent raquirenent for

tritlum contatnmnt, eepecialllywhen considering the
fission plants has been ~roven safe through many
yeare of tedmologicel develapmmt and operating

propensity of tritium to diffuse thrmgh metals.
—
One requirement that w iJl probably be inposed

experience,whereas the real hasa?kleof a fusion
plant can only be a matter of speculation.

on fusion plants

Hcwever, en important basic difference exists
between the fission end fusion processes--ti a

is protect icm against

accidental

tritium rebase frcsna breach in a pressurised tritium containment system. This is anelcgcus to the

fissica-pouer reactor an undesirable pcwer excur-

required protection in lieu of the classical Maxl-

slom is, in principle, yosslble because excess

mm

reactivity is necessary for ccmtlnued operation; in

criteria for fission plants. This M2A has been

a fusion-power reactor a pcwer excursion is fmpos-

traditionsDy eemd

sibl.e. Even in this context, hcx?ever,one must be

assurances of structural titegri~ of the primuy

careful h

contalnw!nt system, and the inposl.t
ica of proteo-

making Canparisona

●

Although a power

excursion is possible in a fission-power reactor,

Credible Accident (I&2A)in the regulato~

not to be obviated by w

tion against this event will.probably be carried

it cannot credibly lead to an explostve energy re-

over into regul.aticm for the design of fusion

lease because of the wqy in which these mactore

plants. TIIisp~ably

ara designed-~hey sfmply shut themselves dcwn be-

tainnent system will be required to completely en-

fore such a disaster can occur. Still, in a fusion

close any pressurised system containing lithium

xeactor, whether it la en ICI!Ror a kKYIR,the rate

(bearing tritium) or gaseous tritium.

of energy release is proprtionel only to the amount
of fuel confined within the (D+f)-burning region,
and both the amount of fuel and the burning-=gion
conditions must be optimal for the process to occur
at dl.

Deviations from the optima, e g., in-

creases In the amunt of fuel or in the energy in
the ccmfinemnt system, will result in decreasing
power production.

The other knan

mans

that a eeccdary cOtl-

radiologicalhas~--that

of

activated stmctural materiele-+dll be en operational problem, not a radiaticm-protectionproblem.
Radiaticn protection fran these activatid materials
is tractable because they are solid end -bti,
and the radiation can be attenuated by sis@y

shield-

ing the activated xcateriel. IWwver, the very high
biological.dose rates frcsnthese structures, as

There will be two known radiologicalhasarde

indicated in Section III.B, preclude the access of

which may present particular problems in a (D+T)

personnel for contact maintenance or replacemmt of

“breeder”plant, 1.e., the accumulation of tritium

the blanket structure within any reasonable length

end the activation of reactor stnmtures.

of time after shutdown.

Tritium

is a radiobiologlcalhasard only if ingested (tri-

30

.

I%erefone the coat of the fueion reactor and its

E . EOONOMIOS

Internal components should W
The current

conpetitlve

criterion

less than that of the

for conunerfiaeion reactor.

cial electricalpcwer generation is the total pro●

duction cost, uaua12y broken down Into operating

.

.

Nuclear

safety

cost 8na capital cost. The nqjor portion of the

cal accidents

operating cost for conventionalpower plants is the

prlrcary containrmnt

systems to prevent

and engineering

safeguards

of fiaalon producte

supercritito ensure

are a Signif-

the cost of fission ~actors.

fuel cost, ena this is expectea to be the case for

icant

tie ICl!Rconcept. (A discussion of IOTR fiiel‘best

Supercritlcality

is incllldedin V01U5? II of this mepoh .) 3% is

f!zsionnsactors. Further, althou@ containnsmt of

that the ICl!Ritaelcoat will be equivalent

aamd
to the

estimated fraction of total production coat

(- 3~)

of fast-breederpcwer~lant ccncepts. Thus,

it Is asaumeiithat the capital coat will be -70$

ioil

of

sllqly

is not a ccaslderation in

tritIum Is a maJor concern in a fusion reactor, such
ccutainment should not be as expensive as the safeguards for containnsmt of much more hazardous fission
products.

of the total productia coat for the ICJ!R.
&cause engineering design criteria for the

f ract

●

The m st of lithiumqrocesslng faCi~tkB

for

contaminationcleanup in fusion plants is likely to

IO!I!R
concept have not been established, it is im-

be coqmrable Lo that of the sodium-processing

possible to estimate detailed capital coats. liow
-

faciltttes in sodium-cooledbree&r plants.
remwal system in

Possibly,

fusion

ever, certain portions of the plant end associated

the cost of the tritlum

coatswCU. be eseentlally identical to those in

plant w fll raise the total chemical-plant cost abwe

advanced nucLear fission-plantcmcepts, e.g., the

that for a sodium-cooledb=eder plant.

ERUR (Eigh~nQedxI.m

Gas<Ooled Reactor) end the

fast binder reactor. Included h

these costs are

the direct end indirect constnucticm“emddq”rectile

a

Ba8ever, it

is not likely that this hjgher chemical-processhg
cost will offset the cost gains frtauthe first two
coat advantages.

capital coats of the stndaxres end inprwements,

I@R

IllC_hg

and ~

reactor+quipnent

equipmit, and the electrical-plant
the steam-plant

costs, the major difference is in the equipment for

equipment. For advanced fission-paweredconcepts,

plasm

such coats are - ~

IOTR and magnet equipment for the ld?lR. If a cost

of the total.capital costs,

including the aeca~

contaianwmt atnacture for

the reactor eyatem.(28) The remain5ng ~

inclnde

the reactor plant equipnmt end the nucleer-engi-

catainment, i.e., laser equipmsnt for the

comparison is baaed on power requirements, the laser
equipment will be significently less expensive than
the magnet equlpnumt.

neering coats. For the (conceptual)FCllRplants,
Althmgh a detailed cost estimate of an IC’Hl

these coats am2 not well luxxfn. (The pzWOters of
the M21Tlconcepts have the s-

problem as the

can not be made, a significantportion of the total
production cost (. kO$) should be the sank?as cur-

advocates of the I(71Rcoacept: detailed cost estimating is impossibleunless tls!plant has been
engineexvsd.)m

general, however, .snsmgthe crude

estimates that have been m@e,

the ~actor plant

rent capital costs of advanced fiaslon electricalgenerating plants. Qual.itat
ive evaluation of the
remaining 60$ of the production cost indicates that
the ICI!Rcould be economically competitivewith

e~pnt

m

mcl-ear en6tieerins costs for H

concepts are sllghtly higher than those for the

other advanced ccmcepts for electrical pcwer
generation.

H!l’Gl?
antib?aeder plants.
In c-log
●✎

fusicnml.aut reactor equipment

fission-pcxfered
plants, the follwing qualitative
✍✌

F.

OTKER WS

OF ENERGY CONVERSION

and nuclaar engineering coats to those of advanced
atatenkmts can be made.
●

~

mechanical.design of fision reactors is

basically elmpler than that of flssicu systems.

1.

General Considerate
ials
Throughout the technological deve~nt

of

the pcwer-conversion industry,which has been based
on the heat-engine cycle, a major goal has been to
decrease the fuel cost by Incnasing the efficiency
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Proponentsof fusion paer have cldned that

of convertingthermal energy to electrical.energy.
ThemnodynemicaUY, the conversion efficiency is

the prospect of fuaicu reactors operating at ex-

directly effected by the mexhmnn te~rature

tremely high reaction tempera+xxes (fn the keV

in the

pzmcess, i.e., the higher the temperature,the
h~her the convers~on efficiency. Heretofore, thts

-e
) ad) Phic@M~~
Wstem where the
h)tiplasma does not come in contact with contain.ing

maxinnnntemperature has been limited because of

materiel.e,promises high conversion efficiency by

physical end chemical ~ropert?.esof the materials

Wans

(~
for c~tai-nt)
in contacb with the
tht?rmodynamic‘kork.ing
fluid”.

reactor designs, either UX!R or WJ!R, are baaed ~

In adt!it
ion to decreasing
been an impetus h

fuel

cost,

the=

of direct conversion. Unfortunately, fusictl
-

.

the (D+T) reactica, where the major fraction (O.75
has

the past few yeess to decrease

the ammnt of heat rejected by ticreasi.ng
the conversion efficiency. With the advent of large pcwer
plants (1000 14feor larger) rejecting their weateheat to natural water sources, the problem arises
of altering the ecology d- these sources by increaeing the water temperature (thezmalpoll.uti~). The
anwamt of waste heat can be s5.gn5i?icantly
decreased
by Increasingthe conversion efficiency: because the
waste heat is p~ortionel

.

to l/qo-l, where no is

efficiency, an increase in efficfency from 40 to 48$
(a factor Of 1.2) results in a decrease in the
an@urrtof waste heat by a factor of 1.38. Hcsrever,
increases in conversion efficiency entail higher

to 0.8)

of the

total

thermal.energy h

energy

must be ccuverted

to

a liquid Ilthium blanket to pro-

duce tritium. Here, again, the mexiusunlithium
temperature is Mnr!.tedto . 1000SC by the physical
end chemlcel.properties of the materiels ccataining
the lithium. ~erefoti, this major fraction (O.75
to O .8) of the (D+T) energy can only be converted
to electricityby means of a more conventicmal.
the~c

CYC~ wfth a heat e@ne,

bmti

only the minor fraction (O.2 to O .25) for direct
conversion. IWO questions then remain:

“HOW high

a convereion ratio 3.spractital.with a heat-engine
CyCk~ “ end

“1s it practical to consider direct

conversion of 20 to 25$ of the total energy7”
Heat-En@ne qycl.es

2.

capital cost, es is discussed later; and, fi reThe

sponse to public presau.m, pcwer-plent designers
have aiscwered %hat the ptiuct ion cost of existing
ptits modified at increased coat to re~ect heat to
the atmosphere (even at the expense of decreased
conversicn efficiency) Is less than the cost for a
new plant designed for higher conversion efficiency
using more expensive materials. Freae(29) has euggeated that waste-heat from 132aionpxer

plants

maximumsteam temperature ti mdern steam

plants is . WC,

resulting in conversion efficien-

cies of kl to 45%. (k@ turbines, used in combinedcycle pcwer plants ena for pcwer peaking in large
steam plants, are operating with ccmbuetion gases
at temperatures of - 800”C and ~er

levels of 50

to

efficiency

100 Me;

N @

the

higher

resulting

than

that

is

cculd be used for building heating end air-condi-

a steam wcle.

tioaing because such plants could be located within

~
to operate h cl-osed-~m-qcle
plants,
with helium at maximn’stemperatures Of . ~“C,

urban canplexes, thus elindnating the thermal-

*S

conversion

of plants Operating only On

turbines are being devebped

in

ma at power L2vele up to 500 M/e; the conversion

polhtion problem.

efficiencies of these plants would be greater than
The titatiOn

on maximum temperatuw due to

material properties has appkied not only to heaten6tie wcJ-es but also to various direct-convemlon
schemes that are based on energy extraction direc$-

5q.(30)
vapor-steam

-

has proposed a comlxhed potassium
cycle for fusicn pcwer plants.

(17)

*=

potassium turbine would operate at - 1000.C, and the
COUVer.SiOn
efficiencieswould be greater than 50$.

Iy from charged particles (eg., ions). Because
ionisation of most matez%ela is negligible below
- 2000°C and the maximum w orklng temperature for
containing msterials that are econaulc&!2y attractive is below - 1000”c, none of these direct-

developed to operate at higher teqera~s
modern steam plants, i.e., up to ~~°C
all efficiencies qqxmaching ~.

than in
with over-

llnf
ortunately,

conversion schemes have been seriously considered

the materials that nmst be used in these machines

as a beeis for the electrfcal-power lnclust
ry.

and for associated ccuponents (e.g., piping, heat
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There is llttle doubt that heat engines can be

..

exchangers) are very expensive, so that the capital

direct-conversionmsthod wilJ be based on the

cost of such a pcwer system would be simply too high

economic principle described above. However, be-

to compete economically,wen
would operate alih&her

though the plants

cause only 25$ of the total energy is available for
conversion, a major fraction of this energy must be

efficiencies.

TO emphasize this point, consider the follwing
(31)
example of a basic economic principle.
If a
p~osedpht
can operate at an efficiency X$higher than that of en existing plant and for a capital
cost increase of Y$ end if the operating coats are
the same for both plants, these plants will.be com-

converted at high efficiency to offset the added
expense of -net

.wste~~ enerw

storage systems,

pcwer-conditiontigequipment, and associated cooling
equipssmt.
Even if in the first nethod it were possible
to convert a maJor fraction of the cavity energy at

petitive (total production costs are equal) when

high efficiency, the cost due to the increased com-

Y ‘X(P)/C, whe=

plexity ofmagnetising the blanket would probably

C is the capital.cost andP

is the

total production cost (capital.cost plus operating

price such a system out of cmupetitionwith a heat-

cost). If the ratio of capital cost-to-totalpro-

engine-only conversion system. For example, the

duction cost remains the same as that far advanced

conversion efficiency of a fusicn plant based on

nuclear-pwered plants (see preceding section), then

the I(3!Rconcept would increase from bOto

43.75%

the percentage increase in capital cost for a pro-

if ‘j% of the energy in the cavi.~were directly

posed plant to cmpete with en existing plant is

convetied at an efficiency of ~$.

Y = X/o.-f. Therefore, if the proposed plsnt oper-

competitivewith steam-plant conversion of the cavity

ates at 6*

energy, the increase in capital cost of adding the

efficiency,the increase in capital cost

Then, to be

of this plant is limited to h8$ of that of an ex-

direct-conversion~stem must be only 13.4$ or less,

isting plant operating at 45$ efficiency. Eecause

which wcmld probably be economically unfeasible.

the cost of currently avail.ableraw materials that
wal.d permit such a high conversion efficiency is
up to ten tlms that of materials in existing
plants, It is questicmablewhether the capital cost
of the highly efficient plant would be economlca13y
c~etitive

3.

with that of the existing plant.

Direct-ConversionPossibilities

In the second method, the fraction of the
cavity energy that can be extracted is vexy JJX-the enthal~ change from @30 to 2000 K is only
20$ of the totel heat content. Even if the conversicu efficiencywere 100$, the increase in capital
cost due to adding the MHD system would have to be
10.7$ or less to be competitivewith converting all
the energy in a steemplent.

TWO direct-conversionpossibilities exist for
a plant based on the present ICTR concept: (1) the

In concluafon it w

be stated that the cost

generation of a counter electromotiveforce in a

of magnet systems and associated equiprmmt for

met
system that provides a magnetic field in the
cavity by extracting energy from the expanding

probably be too high to compete economlca13ywith

(ionised)pellet materiels
_etic

it works against the

direct conversion of !YJ$of the total energy would

heat-engine conversion cycles.

field; and (2) the exhaustion of the caviw

gases (after quasi-equilibration)through a megneto~~n~c

(MHD) duct. Here, again,the use of any
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A.

Other portions, which cannot be engineezwd be-

!lTiE
WEl?I!ED-WALL
ICIR

.

cause of lack of technology, are the ICR7, the
1.

Introduction

chemical processing systems, and the laser end pellet-

The analyses of cavity and blanket phenomma

injection systems. Major engineering problems in

described In Section II do not indicate any unsolv-

the ICI.Rend in the tritium-processingsystem have

able engineeringproblems in developing a wetted-

been discussed earlier.

wall.ICTR. The mcst significantunkncwn (see Sec-

ICTR engineeringproblems are centered on the

tlcm III) is the effect of rsdiation damage on the

survival of the inner wdll separating the cavity

lifetlm of the inner wal&.

from the blanket. The largest end most @ortant

Hcwever, it must be

remembered that laser-drivenfusion is not yet a

unce*ain~

reali~ nor even en eventual cetiainty. Therefore

wall lifetime--neither erosion frcm the blast nor

it seems unwise to undertake a large-scaleengineering effort to establish a reference reactor
design that Is based on assumptions about currently
unknown phenom?na. On the other hand, it is also
unwise to Ignore recognizableengineering problems
in a potentially attractive concept. Such p~bl-ema
can be effectively studied, both anaJyticeJ2y and

IS the effect of radiatia damage on

fatigue failure fras the cyc13c strains per se seem
to limit the L1.fet&.

If the wall lifetime is only

a few years or less, a major problem arises in designing for replacement. If replacement in situ is
hfeasible, the entire assembly of shells may have
to be discarded and replaced. Either method of
replacenmt mqf Impose a major cost penal@.

experimentally. Efforts on certain of these probAnother feature that must be plwlded

lems are under way, but other work needs to be
dam

started.

structure.

Problems of integrating ICTR systems in a
plant and recommendationsfor extension of other
study areaa mentioned in thfs report are discussed
M

the fo~

is shut-

cooling of the afterheat generated in the wall
Because

the afterheat Level is relatively

high and the isotopes have half-lives of the order
of years, the structurew fl have to be cooled
indefinitely.

ing paragraphs.
The chemical processing systems nust remove

2.

Plant systems IntegratIon
As snmtfoned in Section III.E, certain portions

of an I(XI?puaer plant wiJl be similar to those of
current electri.calgenerating plants. These portions, which can be engineeredwith current technology, are the electrical awitcbyard,the steamturbine plant, and the intermediate cooling system.
The electrical awitc~ard includes power-conditioning equipm?nt fmm

the main alternator busses to

condensablepellet materiela, LiT for?sedby tritium
generated fxtnnneulmn reactions in lithium, as well
as o~gen end other noncondensables (helium and unburned fuel) that accumulate in the lithium wstema.
The tritium concentrate
ion, whether in the form of
LiT or gaseous tritium, must be mintied

to reduce

the radiobiologicelhaaerd in case of tritium
leakage.
Details of laser engineering problems are dis-

the high-voltage transmission lines; the steem-

cussed in VOlum

turblne plant ticludes the equipment described in

laser system are centeed on transporting end focusing

Fig. 3; and the titermediate cooling system in-

the beem(with the aid Of mirrors, lenses, etc.) from

II.

P

Integrationproblems for the
.“

cludes the piping, pumps, and auxiliaries for circu-

its source to the point at which it impinges on the

Iattig the intermediate coolant between the steam

pellet.

generators (Fig. 3) and the Intemm?diateheat
exchanger (Fig. 2).
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timing, trajectory, and mechanical.
-

corrosion end Mass l%neport

●

The design of the pellet-in~ection system will
be a aiffidt

engineeringproblem. The pellet-injection system

tntergrenti

umst be integratedwith the laser system so that the

by Iithim in dytic

laser beam end the pellet arrive sinmltaneouelyat

tures.

the center of the cmity.

The geometric tokrances

of the focused spot are likely to be smeJJ.,and the
petit may have to be oriented exactly as desired.

3.

Extension

- Compatibility

studies should be extended to =aaura mass trensport,

●

attack, etc., of stmcturel. materials
systems at appropriate tempera-

Tritium Ress?val- Solubillty constants for

LiT end trltium in lithium end permeation constante
for tritIum through various metals are needed.
Chemical.-engineerins
laboratory ma pilot-plant

of Present Work

scale studies of tritium recove~ =thods
Most of the enalyses presented in Section II

should be

initiated.

shaild be centinued and expanded.
●
●

Because Of tine (end cost) limitations,the

ablation of lithim fm

the w ECU.(palletwetted-

~stem studies - These studies include ex-

perimental evaMat ion (engineerti similitude) of
lithium layer formatiOn on the wetted wall, and

wall interaction)was calculatedby using a very

condensation of superheated lithium vapor in a

approximateequatton-of-state;more sophisticated

supersonic spray duct.

cdmlational

methods are availabb.

Aho,

the
The activities outlined abwe

quasi-equilibrationconditions in the cavity were
assumed and should be determined more accurately
by extendtig the ablation

calculations.

can be conducted

simultaneouslywith efforts to attain euccessfil
l.aser&iven fusion. Most of the eqerimental work
is also applicable to magnetically confined concepts.

●

The calculatkm for blowdown of the cavity
When (end if) laser-driven fusion beccsn?sa

gases through the condenser should be extended.
Deceleraticaof the supersonic liquid-vapor spray
at the ccndenser exit was not calculated; a calcuIational model could be develuped.

retity, a program to devel@ a demonstration ICTR
should be initiated. This program would include,
as a major goal, a fuX1-scale test of a laeerinitiated pellet in a cavity surrounded by a veseel

●

Wall stresses were estimated from the move-

containing lithium.

nent of liquid boundaries based on hydzmdynamic
calculations;a calculationel model should be

B.

COMPARISON OF I(!TRWITE =S

developed to include a more accurate determination
1.

of restraining forces.
In addition, experh!ental studies, some of
which are already under ww

in the Sherwood con-

Introduction
A comparison ketween the present laser-driven

I12eionconcept ma

some familiar

trolled-fusionprcgrem or in other progrems, should

confinenent

and differences. Most shsilarities stem from the

Properties

of Lithium - The?.modynamicand

transport (particularlyopacity) property data are
needed in the temperature range of O.2 to 20 eV.

reveala

interesting

plasma-

be conducted in the foil.cwingareas.
●

concepts

magnetic

simil.arit ies

common fuel (D+l?);
whereas most of the cont=sts
are due to the difference in proposed ccnftie=nt
method, either magnetic or inertial. While the
elucidation of these centraats is informative, sCXIE?

●

Radiation Damage - The effects of neutrons,

w Ith appropriate fluences and spectra, on the structural properties (yield strength, ducti~ty, fatigue
strength, end creep rate) of prospective materiels
must be known.
●

Neutron Data - Neutron reaction and y-ray

production data are needed for lithium end pertinent structural material.sespecially at neutmm

ceution is in order. As previously mentioned, no
fusion concept is yet a working re~ty;

therefo=,

it is inappropriate (and harmfUl to the werall
development of controlled fusion) to
ccuqxirisons

as

adventages

or

treat

these

disadvantages as if

there was a choice between one concept or another.
Because these concepts burn (D+T) they must
utilize the energy of neutrons generdxd by the

energies > N 5 MeV.
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fusionprocess-75

to ~

of the total (D+T) energy--

independent of confinement and ignition problems;

which escape the reaction volume, end they must

therefore, the dinkensionsmqf be chosen to suit

breed tritium fran these neutrons to replace the

radiation-damagelevels or other criteria.

consumed fuel. These facks requi.m a breeding

Another feature of magnetic confinement is the

blanket, largely ccmposed of lithium, that surrounds

requirement for large ernunts of stored energy in

the reaction volunE. In adflitlonto renxwing the

the magnet system: 4 x 1010 J for a Tokamak reactor
or 5 x 10‘ J for a theta-pinch reactor.(33)
_et(32)

heat generated by dlesipation of the neutron energy,
the lithium must be processed to remove the tritium.

4

.

A correspondingfeature in the present system might

In the wetted+wdl concept, the lithium willlbe com-

be @wer

paratively easy to fl.cwfor heat transfer and tritl-

be much lcwer and the pcwer source can be located

um removal because there is no magnetic field in
the

blanket. !l?his
wiJJ.eliminate sw

need for gas

cooling or for small Inaukted tubing, as scmetims
discussed in magnetic fusion systems.
2.

supply to the laser, but this supply will

away frun the reactor vessel. Thus, the possibll.ity
of a stored-energyaccident involving the reactor
does not exist for en ICTR. A further consequence
of separating the pmer

source from the reactor will

be the relatively easier protecticu frm

Inner Wall

neutrons

leeklng through the lithium blanket.
Eecause

the energy output is proportional to

the neutron uutput, structuralmaterlele of fusion

4.

systems w Ill be damaged by the neutmm flux. In
the present concept of en ICTR the cavity mW

be

stied to control the damage, as is discussed later.
The only damegtig particles that w iJl penetrate to
the wetted wall will be neutrons; the wall surface
is pretected frcrserosion by lW -energy photon radiation and by impact of high-velocityparticles.
The wetted wall need not have particular electrical properties and the cavity does not have to be
highly evacuated,with the result that the cavity
volu!n?dces not have to IM defined by a seeJed
vessel. Thus, for the present concept, greater

power

Level

System studies of FY2TRSgenereJ3y dictate that
units should be large, resulting in plants generating
20(W to 5~

Mie, to be economically feasible. upon

failure of such units, krge transients Would ~
introduced into power networks, nmlcingbad

adjust-

ment cliff
icult, perhaps requiring large energy storage systems. Failure of the cooling wstem for
superconductingmagnets would be very serious, not
only because of a potential energy storage accident,
but also because of the IDng time (6o deys for
ToIumalc reactor

( 2)
3 ) mquirad

to

a

cool the super-

conducting magnet down prior to its operation.

latitude is elkwed in the choice of both weJJ-maIII contrast,

teriel.and m?thod of fabrication. However, because
the wetted wall sustains significant strain under
each cycle, its materiel will have to have a fatigue
strength not required in most, but not all, magnetic
fusion concepts.

ICI151S

need

not

be

l.arge-~he

present design aaaunes a thermal-energy output of
200 ?44. They could be either scaled up to ,~er
sizes or could be clustered, and probably wculd be
sexved by a single laser system. mdividuel units
could be shut dcwn or restarted without special

3.

Confinement

System

For magnetically confined concepts, the plasma
pressure will be specifiedby attafnabla magnetic
pressures and by the yield strength of materials.
The ptisma density is then specified by the minimnm
ignition temperature (- 5 keV) end by the requirement of useful return on invested energy (n~). To-

difficulty, and the pulse rates cculd W

changed

as needed to supply a varying load. This fLsxibllity alEo has an important bearing on the radiationdemege problem: individualunits cculd be shut
down for replaceumt of parts without completely

5.

Ecological.

..

Effects

gether, these paremeterc imply a mininmrsplasma
scale length, thereby inferring a corresponding
reactor size. In the case of the ICI!R,the dinmsions of the confining vessel remain free p~ters,
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interrupting paier generation.

Discussion
reactors

of the

has centered

free fuel cycle

ecologi.cd.

@act

upcm the relatively

Of fusion
waste-

(compared to f ieslcu reactors),

on

TAELE v

the possible hazards involved, end on the possibility of burning wastes (particuk~
85=, !Y2~r,*d
lived fission products

the long137c6)# Most

WORLD ENERGY REWURC!ES
Energy Available, Qa

of the general discussion of fusion also applies to

.
.

the 1~

system. The fuel cycle is the sam?, re-

Energy Source

Khown

IJndlscwered
(Estimated)

sulting in the same waste products; and the breeding
is the sanE, presenting the same hasard of acciden-

Fossil

tal tritium release. With regard to burning waates,

coal

19

270

the possibility of burning fission products or other

Oil end natural gas

5.1

9

7.5
2.8(10)4

8(10)4

wastes is mch

greater in the ICTR because, unlike

magnetic systems, no ul.trahlghvacuum is required.

Fissile
IWrners (1.5$ eff)
Rich Ore (< ‘2@/ks)

C.

COMPARISON OF WORLD ENERGY RESOURCES

UP to the present, econcmics has been the sole

Lcw-grade ore (> 20$/kg)

20

Ereeders (6% eff)

considerationin determining fuel usage and methcds

Rich Ore (< 20$/M)

300

950

of ener~ conversion, i.e., the quest for ever-de-

Low-grade ore (> 2@/kg)

9.5(1.o)5

3(10)6

creasing electrical power production cost overrode

Fusion (5% eff)

all other considerations. Hcwever, during the past

Deuterium

4(10)9

4(10)9

few years, the public has become awa~ of a host of

Lithium

3(10)6

3(10)6

socioecologicelproblems, scme the result of advancing technology, but most the result of the over-

aQ = loU

Btu =

1.06

x

1021J

expanding population; these problems will no doubt
affect any future fiel usage and energy conversion
considerations,but economics will probably
the most important

WORLD ENERGY RESERVFIS

factor.

The kncwn and (estl.mated) undiscovered
of the world’s

supply of fossil,

as of 1968(34)

fue~,

are

flssile,

Years d 2.8 Q per Annuma

reserves
and fusion

shcwn in Table v.

In

Ener@y Source

Possible

Fossil

many treatises on the effects of an expending popu-

coal

6.8

96

lation it is reasoned that the world’s population
10
will.reach an asymptotic value of . 10 within the

Oil and natural gas

1.8

32

Total

8.6

128

Rich-o= burners

2.7

7.1

@-grade

1.0(10)4

3(10)4

Rfch-ore breeders

lq

340

Low-grade ore breeders

3.4(10)5

(10)6

Total rich ore

no

347

Total lcw-grade ore

3.5(10)5

(10)6

Deuterium

(lop

(lop

Lithium

(10)6

(10)6

next 1~ years.

II’the U.S. per-capita energy con-

sumption rate of 1~0
total population,

= 1.06

x

supplies

1021

Fissile
is applled

the world’s

to this aaynptotic

total energy-consump-

2.8 Q per annum (35)

tion rate will. be
J).

(Q . ~018 ~u

At this consumption

in Table V, would

These results
shortage

of fossil

clearly

last for the durations

indicate

end rich-ore

In the past decade, the shortage
has been reflected
burning

fissile

cOsts are high.
cause nuclear
s*ti

bec~se

the relative

fissil.e fuels.
in foss~

in a chengecwer

to pwer

fuels in areas where

fuels
plants

Fuaion

fossil- fuel

This change has not occu~d

pwer,

ore burners

rate the

shcwn in Table VI.

..

TAELEVI

remain

per se, is preferable,

bebut

this form of energy prcduction has

becow economicelJy

competitive.

However,

fissile
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fuel costs will increase as the rich-re reserves
m

depleted; and, unless new ~~g

and oP=-

If our fuel sources are h

fact restricted as

indicated in Table V, nuclear pcwer (either fission

processing techniques are developed, fissile-fuel-

or fusion) must be used for the world’s future needs.

burning plants will become econ(xnicalJy
unattrac-

Electrlc-pcwer generation by controlled fusion

tive and other fonns of energy will be sought. At

processes is, of course, not a certain~; but from

present, it is established nationel policy that the

the foregoing discussions there is Ilttl.edoubt

fast-breeder reactor (in which low-grade fissile

that, if made to work, fusion pcuer ccnildhave

fuel, 238U, is converted to fissionable 239PU whfi

vast economic, technical, and socioecological

produc~

advantages ever fast-fissionbreeders.

power) will replace the fissil.e
-tiel-

lmrning plants as rich+re deposits are depleted.
Although the supply of h-grade

o=

is vast, there

Ih conclusion, it should be evident that the
quest for a workable fusion pcwer system is ~re

remains the question whether a fast-breeder-based
(36)
puiferindustry is desizable or even feasible.

then the satisfaction Of a scientific curiosity;

‘l%aprobhm

mankind.

of large-scalefission-productwaste

disposal, alone, could make a fission-pmer economy
very expensive.
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it may be essential to the future well-being of

.

.

.
APPENDIX A

SOME N-EUTRONICS
FEATURESOF’AN ICTR

●

by C. W. Watson

1.

the cavity), followed by a liquid-lithium blenket.

Introduction
Nuclear

radlati.on-tranaport

be of central

concern

any controlled
ectrical

in the design

thermonuclear

Power generation.

siderations

will

and operation

reactor

of

(CTR) for el-

Generally,

these con-

in order of decreasing

the engineering

importance

feasibility

The blanket functions as a trltium-breedingregion,
as a (D+T) neutron-energyabsorber, and as the heattrensfer medium for removing the deposited energy.
This lithium blanket and the pellet blast energy are
contained by an outer, relatively thick, metallic

feJl into one or more of five areas

(listed below
determining

considerations

in

of a C’111

pressure vessel. Both the inner and the outer metdl.ic walls are cooled by the lithium as necessary.
A schematic representationof the system is shown in

design):

Fig. Al.
●

Energy-depositionrates end spatial distributions in the reactor complex.

In a more realistic design a small blowdown

●

Tritium production rate.

●

Radiation-damageeffects.

for removing cavity debris after each shot. The

●

Tritium processing and handling (safety).

nozzle would occupy only . 1$ of the total blanket

●

Safety end reliability problems arising
from the buildup of Induced activities
and associated afterheat in the plant
components.

volume, and would decrease the tritium Poduction

nozzle (half-angle,. 6°) would be added, as shown,

The first two categories, in particular, are of fun-

end eneru deposition in the blanket by no more than
a few percent. Consequently, the nozzle was not included in the neutronics studies.

damental importance in the initicilconceptual de3.

sign of any CTR.
For the present study of inertidly-confined
thermonuclearreactors (ICTRS), neutron end y-ray
transport calculations were required to define
specific reactor systems and to provide numerical
results for concomitant design studies. The first
two categories--energydeposition end tritium production--aretreated in this Appendix.

Pellet

Source

Nuclear characteristicsof the pellets are discussed in Vol. II of this report. Each (D+T) reaction is assumed to produce 3.52 MeV of m-particle
ener~, deposited locally in the pellet, and one
lb.1-MeV neutron. This neutron produces secondary
y-rays and also deposits some of its energy directly
in the pellet. Leakage frun the pellet consists of
a high-intensity lk.1-MeV neutron component, a lower-

2.

energy (degraded) neutron component, end secondary

Basic ICTR Configuration

y-r~s.
A rather specific overall concept has dominated
the ICTR studies to date. The basic configuration
consists of an evacuated spherical cavity in which
(D+T)-burningpel.let.areexplcded.

This cavity is

surrounded by a thin ablative layer of liquid lithium on the inner surface of a metallic inner wall
(which smounds

the centre.lvacuum end maintains

Because the pellets are small, self-absorp-

tion in the pellets is also relatively small (but
not negligible); for convenience, the blanket heating calculations assumed the pellet to be anw.asless,
isotropic-pointmonoenergetic (14.1 MeV) neutron
source, emitting B MeV of neutrons per (D+T) reaction,
accompanied by y MeV of secondaryy-rays.

The source

intensities,e andy, were inferred from appropriate
pellet neutronics studies.
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4.

In the ICTR blanket.) Thus, for the present work,

TritlumProduction
lh the ICTR concept there is no magnetic field

penetrating the blanket region, In contrast to a
megnetice3JY-conftiedsystem (MCTR), giving a fundamental breeding advantage to the ICTR. The ab-

a blanket of molten natural lithium was sssumed,
with no Internal structure. Adequate Internal
support could be provided by the blowdown nozzle
mentioned earlier.
Tritium production calculations were performed

sence of magnetic fields means that the blanket
llthium can be efficientlypumped out of the bhn-

with the MCH Monte Carlo cede, which is similar to

ket directly to external heat exchangers, obviating

the MCN code(37), but includes tallies of tritium-

the need for special heat-transfer structures (and

producing reactions for lithium. Both ~i(n,m)T

media) vithin the blanket; any such structure would

(orT6) and7Li(n,n’a)T (orT7) re=tiona aretal-

normally reduce the tritium-prcducingpotential in

lied per source neutron. Total tritiumproductlon

the blanket.

IsT=T+T

in the concept of Fig. Al.

The principal mechanism

6

7“

The basic calculationalmodel is shown in

Another tritlum-breedingadvantage is inherent
F&.

A.2.

Here, an outer wall.is included for two

by which blanket structuresreduce the tritium pro-

reasons: (1) a plenum is required to collect lithium

duction is through degradation of the fast-neutron

flow from the Inner blanket, and (2) the location

spectrum vla Inelaatic-scatteringreactions, par-

of the main pressure vessel, determincxiprimarily

ticularly in the Inner portion of the blanket; this

by hydrodynamic response considerations,may not be

reduces the vital 7Ll(n,n!w)Treaction rate. This

compatible with the overallllithium thickness needed

degradation would be relatively small in the geo-

to remove most of the available neutron energy.

metry of Fig. A.1 because most of the structural
materiel is located in the pressure vessel away from
the inner part of the lithium blanket.

figuration. Running time for each of these problems,

Because edequate trltium breeding in an ICTR
would probably be relatively easy to accomplish end
because there are no compelling reasons for keeping
the blanket thickness small (in contrast to the MC’lR,
where thinner blankets mean smaller magnets), it
Esems reasonable to assume that no tritium-enhancing
or blanket-thickness-reducingadditives would be required in the ICTR.

Tritium production studies were made by varying
the dimensions and the materials In this basic ccm-

(Note elsothat good neutron-

for relative errors of < x, was . 5 min on the
CDC-T600 computer.
Figure A.3 shows Iiritiumproduction vs position of a 2.54-cm-thick iron main pressure vessel
in a 100-cm-thick lithium blanket (total thickness
of lithium). These calculations were made for an
ICTR having a fusion pellet at the center of a
cavity of I.00-cmradius, with a 0.5-cm-thick niobium

removal properties for shieldlng are not necessary
rEVACUATEO

OUTER WALL

CAVITY

f

URE

,::iY2-T’wFw:

%,,,,WLL’Q’’’””M”M
‘METALUC
PRESSURE
VESSEL

Fig. Ax1.
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ICTR schematic.

Fig. A.2.

Bssic ICTR configuration.
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5.

Heating

Hydrodynamic calculations

{.5

*
●

.

;

0 . 2.54m F,
MAIN mmssc VZ2SSL

/

“

~ 1.2
g

thick main pressure

/’

\

e !.4

[’.’

Estimates for a200-MWt ICTR

5

that a 10-cm-

thium blanket of Fig. A.3 (r = 1’70cm) wouldbe

/“

/

indicate

at ’70 cm into the 11-

vessel

adequate to contain a pellet explosion wikh a

0.

(total) energ release of .200MJ.

[0.K C. % MAIN PRE22uREV222EL

From these

results, combtied with cavity blow-off calculations,

1.1

WTER
WALL

i 1.
s
K
~ 0,9

blanket heat-transfer calculationsbased upon lnitiel heating estimates, end tritiumprcduction

estimates, preliminzuy geometry specificationswere

INWERWAU . 0.5 an Nb

cWERWNL.2.64CMF9

defined for a 200-MWt ICTR (one 200-MJ pellet per

r, . !00 a-m

TOTALLI TNICKNES5.100 .m.

..,m~

second). The resulting configuration is that of

Ili

Fig. A.2, with detailed (one-dimensional,spherical)

, . P021T10NOF MAIN P8252URE VESSEL, CM

specificationsas given in Table A-I.

Fig. A.3.

Tritium production (T) per (D+T) reection for configurationof Fig. A.2.

Total lithiw

in this system is 1.47 x 104 kg.
tieutronheating estimates were based upon Monte

inner well and a 2.51+-cm-thickiron outer WSSL.

Carlo calculations, using codes that were modifica-

TWO calculationsfor a 2.5b-cm-thickniobium main

tions of the LASL point-cross-sectiongeneral-geom-

pressure vessel are also plotted; these results

etry Nonte Carlo neutron code, MCN. (37)

In

these

are almost identical to those for the iron vessel.

codes,

to

energy

Fina31y, two points are shown for a 10.16-cm-thick

deposition

iron main pressure vessel.

several

diJ

Note that the effect of the main pressure
vessel upon tritlum production is smell if the
vessel is located at .70

cm or more Into the li-

estlmM.es

prcduced by locating a 10.16-cm-thick

vessel at 20 cm into the lithium is very nearly
twice that produced by a 2.5&cm-thick vessel at
that lccation, i.e., the tritium production is
reduced approximately inversely as the square root

latively thick (. 5 cm) inner

structural
the

Section

3

of

inward

motion

of

inner

well
wall

AE
n,l

=

neutron energy lost b each cell via
(n,n’y) events in lithium,

All
non

=

neutron energy lost in each cell via
other nonelastic scattering events,

m= n,n

energy lost by neutrons in each spatial
cell of the problem via (n,2n), (n,3n),
etc. events,

c-

number of neutrons captured in each
spatiti

for
(see

11.C.3 of main body of report). A cal-

.20

cell of the p~oblem.

Total computer

running

mi.n (CDC-T600)

for relative

TWO problems

time per problem
errors

were run, one with lithium

culation using the configuration of Fig. A.2 with

the stainless

a 5.08-cm-thick iron inner wall indicated that

to separate

T ~ 1.23, which is not a prohibitive reduction in

tritium

the breeding ratio.

was also run for this geometry;

Additional tritium estimates for a more spec<
.

incorporated.

of the problem via neutron elasticscattering events,

breeding-ratioreduction produced by adding a re-

restraint

were

of value

currents (+ and -) in energy
Jij
= neutron
group AJ% across surface i,
J
AEel = energy deposited in each spatial cell

of the vessel thickness.
This variation is consistent with a calculated

tallies

neutron flux in energy interval AE
= at surface i,
J

thlum. Also, the reduction from the maxlmuznvalue
(T~l.51)

optional

steel (SS) end one without

the heating

production

was

of 1 to 5?.
coolant
lithium,

for the ‘two suiteriels.

calculation

In

A

with the l#2H code
results

are shown

in Table A-II.

ific ICTR design will be presented later.
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TABLE A-I

CALCULATIONALNDDEL FOR A SPHERICAL 2Q0-MWt IC!lR
(One Pellet per Second)

.
Cell
No.

,

Density,

Outer Radius,
(r), cm

Material

Description

J!?@??_

1

98.9

Li

0.0018

Cavity

2

gg.o

Li

0.495

Ablative L1 on Inner wall.

SS=4.72
Li=O.lW

Inner wall, with
void frwtion = w

3

100.0

Stainless Steel
+ Li

4

103.25

Li

0.492

1st blanket

5

106.49

Li

0.490

1st blanket

6

310.20

Li

0.488

1st blanket

7

113.91

Li

0.486

lst blanket

8

U8 .08

Li

0.484

1st blanket

9

)23.19

Li

0.482

1st blanket

10

1.29.22

Li

0.480

1st blanket

11

137.10

Li

0.478

1st blanket

12

147.76

Li

0.476

1st blanket

13

158.43

Li

0.474

1st blanket

14

1.69.55

Li

0.473

1st blanket

15

172.88

Stainless Steel
+ Li

SS=7.07
LI=O.047

Pressure vessel, with
void fraction = 1O$

16

176.21

It

11

II

17

179.55

II

,,

11

18

189.55

LI

0.472

2nd blanket

19

199.55

Li

0.472

2nd blanket

20

209.55

Li

0.472

2ml blanket

21

212.09

Ss

7.86

Outer shell

.

,.

.

@

TABLE A-II
RESUI/lSOF MONTE CARLOC ALCULATSONS FOR CONFIGURATION OF TABLE A-I
PER lk.1-MeV SOURCE NEUTRON
c
.

%4

Cell

.

.

L

Y2L!mwz

!&k& &

0.0020

0.0059

0.0514

2

0.0089

0 .c023

0.0151

3 (Li)

0.0336

0.049

3 (ss)

0.0127

0.0081
--

0.8128

M n,xn
MeV/Neutron

O.o.l.u
o .C037

Captures/
Neutron
O.oo11.

T6

0.0008

0.0049

0.0008

0.0010

0.0010

0 .c041

0.0036

0.0064

0.2kgk

0.0098

0

0

-o

4

0.2551

0.0728

0.4846

0.0752

0.0306

0.0276

0.0488

5
6

0.2460

0.0690

0.4518

0.0697

0.0317

0.035

0.0516

0.2736

0.0761

0.4996

0.0736

0.0365

0.0366

0.0625

7

0.2610

0.0670

0.4610

0.0630

0.0369

0.0348

0.0510

8

0.2752

0.0767

0.4742

0.0662

0.0433

0.0422

0.0553

9
10

0.3235

0.0860

0.5219

0.0729

0.0540

0.0546

0.0623

0.3372

0.0916

0.5301

0.0703

0.0643

0.0625

0.0647

II

0.3881

0.1025

0.5947

0.0700

0.0848

0.0836

0.0738

12

0.4361

O.lln

0.6108

0.0615

0.llgo

0.1162

0.0721

13

0.3432

0.0852

0.4549

0.0453

0.I.232

O.1xl.1 0.0573

14

0.2869

0.0676

0.3k?8

0.0327

O.lvl

0.1370

0.0468

15 (Li)

0.0059

..0

O .00k2

0.0048

0.Omo

15 (ss)

0.0245

o.Ixi25
.-

0.0325

0

o

16 (Li)

0.0037

0.0034

0.0040

0.W04

0.0184

0.001.1.
--

..0

16 (SS)

0.0094

0

o

17 (Li)

0.0024
0.0130

0.0005
--

.0

17 (ss)
18

0.061.0

19

0.0434

20

0.0307

21
Total (Li)
!btd

(ss)

Tatal.(LI+SS)

0.5287

0.3239

-0
0.0745
.’.0
0.0392

0.0024

0.0028

0.1957

0.0202

0.0064

0

0.0001
0

0.03.27

0.0423

0.0054

0.0512

0.0499

0.c067

0.0093

0.0378

0.0042

0.0415

0.0417

0.0054

0.0243

0.0023

0.0363

0.0344

O.ooa

O.(X)24

0.0057
.-

0.0378

0.0035

0.0015

0

o

3.618

0.958

0.727

O.god+

0.891

0.675

O.on

0

5.646
1.899

0.387

0.0396

0

0

3.689

0.958

7.5$5

1.114

0.9460

0.891

0.675

.0
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With the exception of Bti,

the terms in Table

- 2*

of AEn,m

deposited, with a suxdmum variation

A-II do not give energy deposition directly; nor do

over the blanket of . 2$.

they, because of the implied secondaryy-rey pro-

assumed.)

duction, generalJy give the spatial distributions.
The variety end complexity of reactions that lk-MeV

(A constant 22$ was

Item 1 poses a more basic, and more important
problem. It is basic, because the data required to

neutrons undergo h mo8t materials, especie.llyin

unequivocally assign lithiuminelastic-scattering

lithium, make a complete analysis of the blanket

y-ray spectra (end, thus, the y-ray production

energy deposition very difficult, even in principle.
In pract$.ce,the lack of requisite detail h

avail-

able physics data makes such en analysis impossible.
It becomes necessary to assess the relative

fractions) are apparently not available; it is important, because heating in internal structures,
especially structures such as the tier well, can
be predomlnantly,fromthe lithium inelastic-scat-

rates of the various reactions and to direct atten-

tering y’s.

tion only to those that are of primary importance.

sensitive to the lithium inelastic-y spectrum as-

Estk*s

of these heating rates are

Such assessments were made for the ICTR, using Monte

sumed; in general, a softer lithium y-ray spectrum

Cerlo tabulated flux spectra. Results for lithium

will imply a higher Inner-wall heating rate.

are shown as a function of distance into the blanket
In Addendum 1 to this Appendix. Based upon these

Addendum 2 to this Appendti discusses the
approach which was used for lithium Inelastic y~s

results, the energy deposited was estimated by

in the present case, based upon Inelastic-scattering

assuming the following:

y-ray spectra from Ref. 38. Although still uncer-

1.

K1.1lithium captures are 6Li(n,rv)Tevents

which deposit - k.79MeV locally per capture.
2.

Energy deposition via SS captures is

negligibly small. lhus, all of LJIn,
m

for SS is a

direct energy loss (no nuclear recoil energy de-

tain, this approach was used because it constitutes
an e~le

of a spectral model that includes both

the dominant scattering from low-lying levels
(O.k@MeV

in TLiand3.%MeVin%i)

as well as

an ev’qmration coqponent for very-high-energy neutrons (14MeV). The development in Addendum 2 uses,

posited).

in effect, only the y-spectra fras Ref. 38; the

3. All of AEnon for

SS

reappeers as Inelastic

y-rays.

UPOIIthe Monk

4. All of ~non

for lithium is from 7Li

(n,n’w)T events.
For 7Li(n,n’o’)T,we assume 2.k7MeV lost per
event, i.e., 2.47 MeV is lost per unit T

prcduc?’
tion. The remainder of ARnon is deposited localJy
as recofl energy of the helium and tritium produced.
The following questions remain:
1.

overall inelastic-scatteringenergy balance is based

How much of AEn,l for lithium reappears

8A inelasticy-rays aud what are their energies?

C=l*csJ.cfiated enerw

changes.

It

is hportent to note, however, that there is an inconsistency in this approach. The 1.i2N
code assumes
(n,n’y) scattering only from the low-lylng levels
of lithium; thus, the resultant total Monte Carlo
11.thiuminelastic-y energy is lower than that lmplled by the assumed spectra from Ref. 38.
Using results from Addendum 2 and from Table
A-II, y-source intensitiesand spectra were inferred for the cells of Table A-I.

Ga!msa-rsytrans-

port calculations were tien performed to estimate
for lithium iS
n,m
deposited 10CS2JY as recoil energy of the lithium
2.

What fraction of AE

nuclei?

seconds.qy
y-heating rates throughout the system.
These results were normalized to a given pellet output on the basis of the following assun@ions:

Detailed estimates were made for Item 2, using
MCN cross-sections, (n,xn) neutron production spectra, and calculated fluxes, plus equations for recoil ener~ from Ref. 38. (Isotropiccenter-of-mass
neutron emission was assumed.) The results gave
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~-particle deposition in the pellet

3.52

MeV

Nuclear enerw absorbed In the pellet 0.89 MeV
Neutron leakage from the pellet

1.2.2Mev

y-ray leakage frcm the pellet

0.9 MeV

Total energy per (NT)
reaction in the pellet.

17.51MeV

.

Final neutron heating-rate estimates were made by
multiplying the point-source values by (1.2.2/lk.1)
=

pellet

4.41

0.865. Tritium production rates were similarly es-

Cavity total (minus the pellet)

0.072

timated. These reeults are given in Table A-III and

Inner wall

0.470

Fig. A.4.

.

Energy,MeV

Energy Deposited/(D+T)Reaction:

The total energy available in the system

11.045

Inner lithium blanket

is 13.43 + 3.52 + 0.89 = 17.84 MeV per (D+T) reac-

Main pressure vessel

0.951

tion .

Outer lithium blanket

0.772

0.I.16

Outer wti

Note that en error is implicit in thi8 noruud.-

17.84

Total

ization. It assumes that 0.865 neutrons per (D+T)
reaction leave the pellet, with each neutron having
en energy of 14.1 MeV.

Although there are uncertainties in these

This is probably adequate

estimatea, they can hardly total more than . 1 MeV/

for estimating direct neutron-enerm deposition
rates, but may not be edequate for 6Li(n,m)T esti-

(D+T) smdthey ereprobabl.y smaller. Thus an uPPer

mates. If low-energy neutrons escape from the pel-

limit of perhaps 18.5 MeV/(D+T)or, at most, 19

let after having deposited some of their energy in

MeV/(D+T)is implied. The “correct”value for the

the pellet, a correctionmight be required. For
example, if an sdditional(l.O-O.865)=0.135 neutrons per (D+l’)are assumed to be of this tw,

ICIR systemof TableA-I probablyis 17.8 MeV
+0.7
(.
-0 j Me@/(D+T) reaction.

then

a Potential (maximum) Increase in T of 0.135, end an
increase in blanket ener~ deposition of (0.135)
(4.79) =0.65 MeVere possible per (D+T) reaction.
These effects (< 1~

increase, In T, e 4$ increase

in aval.lableenergy) can be properly estimated only
with coupled pellet-blanketcalculations,which here
are not Justified.
An overall ener~ balance, based upon the stated normalizationassumption end the Monte Carlo calculations, can be estimated as fol.1.owa:
Bnergy Produced/(D+T)Reaction:

Bnergy, MeV

(D+T) resction

17.62

6
Li(n,&)Treactions
= (0.771)(4.79)
Total

*
21.31

EnergyLoss/(D+T)Reection:

i

Binding-energy
loss in ‘Li(n,n~w)T
reactions= (0.584)(2.47)

1.44

Binding-energy
loss in (n,xn)
reactions

0.49

Loss In capturereactions,
e.g., (n,p),(n,D)

0.55

y-ray leakagefrom the blanket

0.48

Neutron leakage from the blanket

0.12

Assumed pellet leases

0.11

Miscellaneous other losses

0.28

.

~

1, -:

g

t

a

1
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0

I
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Energy deposited

17.84
Total

21.31

Fig. A-4.

Blanket heating-rate distribution for
configuration of Table A-III.
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TABLE A-III

ESTIMATED ENERGY DEPOSITION AND TRJ?’J!IUM
PRODUCTION IN TSE 200-MWt ICTR
CONFIGURATIONOF TABLE A-I

TritlumPrcduct
ion/(D+T)
,.
T
‘6
-k

MeV/(D+T)

~

Neutrons

E

1

0.045

o

0.045

0.0007

0.0042

0.0049

2

0.024

0.003

0.027

O.mg

O.lxwg

0.0018

3

0.270

O.m

0.470

o .Oql

0.0055

0.0086

4

0.737

0.055

0.792

0.0239

0.0422

0.0661

5

0.694

0.050

0.744

0.0273

0.0446

0.0719

6

0.762

0.053

0.815

0.0317

0.0541

0.0858

7

0.738

0.048

0.786

0.0301

0.0441

0.0742

8

0.787

0.049

0.836

0.0365

0.0478

0.0843

9

O.gll

0.054

0.965

0.0472

0.0539

0.1001

10

1.010

0.055

1.065

0.0541

0.0560

0.I1.ol

Il.

1.170

0.060

1.230

0.0723

0.0639

0.1362

1.2

1.380

0.064

1.444

0.1005

0.0624

0.1629

13

I.
.196

0.050

1.246

0.1048

0.0496

0.1544

14

1.082

0.040

1.122

0.u85

0.0405

0.1590

15

0.43

0.069

0.500

0.cx)42 0 .oC09

0.0051

16

0 .Zkg

0.03.1

0.280

0.0035

0.0003

0.0038

17

0.158

0.013

0.171

0.0024

O.CQO1

0.0025

18

0.307

0.003

0.310

0.0432

0.CXW8

0.0490

19

0.249

0.001

0.250

0.0361

0.0047

0.0408

20

0.21.1

0’.001

0.212

0.0298

0.0027

0.0325

21

0.SL5

O.col

0.SL6

0

0

0

).2.53

O.go

O.m

0.584

1.355

Total
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Pellet y-rays

13.43

.
.

TABLE A-IV

-ADDENDUM 1 to APPENDIX A-

14-MeV NEUTRON NONELASTIC REACTIONS
IN NA!LURALL3?IHIUM

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF VARIOUS
LITHIUM REACTIONS IN AN ICTR

.
.

Reaction

*Velue8, MeV

reactions in a lithium ICTR blanket can be evaluat-

6
Li (n,n’y)6Li

--

ed by examining the flux-weightedmicroscopic cross

6
Li (n,n’m)D

-1.47

%i (n,2n4)p

-3.70

point of ener~ deposition in the blanket and, se-

%

+7.25

condarily, the importancewith respect to tritium

6
Li (n,p)6He

-2.’73

(6He-+%)

+0.815

Relative importances for the various neutron

sections for these reactions as a function of position in the blanket. The importance from the stand-

production In the blanket are of interest.

(n,y)7Li

Lithium nonelastic reactions that mu~t be con-

+4.79

sidered, along with appropriate Q-values, are lis-

%1 (n,ti)T

ted in Table A-IV. Point cross sections for these

7Li (n,n’y)7Li

--

reactions were taken directly from the MCN Monte
Cerlo library and used to estimate rough groupavere.gedcross-sectionsin the energy groups, AE ,
J
for which Monte Carlo fluxes were calculated.

‘Li (n,2n)6Li

-7.25

7Li (n,n’tv)T

-2.47

7Li (n,2rkv)D

-8.72

7Li (n,y)8Li

+2.03

These cross Bectiona were then used to esthate the
percent of all nonelastic reactions in natural li-

(8Li + 2 4He)

thium for each reaction, as shown in Table A-V.

7Li (n,D)6He

Tables A-IV end A-V indicate that, with an er-

-7.76

ror of leas then 5*, we can ignore energy deposition
from all reactions except ‘%i(n,m)T, end y-rWs

from

7Li(n,n’y)7Li aud 7Li.(n,
n’m)T reactions. (This
latter reaction probably produces noy’s).

Net

ener&v losses to binding energy In 7Li(n,n~m)T emd
in (n,xn) reactions should also be considered.

TABLE A-V
PERCRNT OF ALL LITSIUM NONELASTIC REACTIONS, IN NA!IURAL-L121’HIUM
BLANKET
Distance into the Ib.nket, cm
Reaction
%i (n,n’y)%i
6
Li (n,n’w)D

6
Li (n,2w)p
6
Li (n,y)7Li

1

iL2fLd!L..A6L...ML

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

5.3
0.4

5.2

4.8

0.4

0.3
.0

3.9
0.2

.0

..0

.0

-0
0.6

.0

.0

-0

.0

.0

. ..0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

.0

.0

6
Li (n,w)T

30.8

33.2

38.6

50.9

92.3

7Li (n,n’y)7Li

4.6

97.3
2.3

>i (n,p)6He

24.3

25.1

25.0

!zL.9

7Li (n,2n)6Li

1.5

1.3

1.1

0.7

0.1

-0

7Li (n,n’w)T

35.1

32.7
1.4

28.5

21.2

2.3

0.1

1.1

0.7

“o

.0

7Li (n,2M)D

1.7

+15.9

7Li (n,y)8Li

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

7Li (n,D)6He

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

. ..0

.0

-ADD-

incident neutron energy,

2 ‘iUAPPENDIX A-

excitation energy of the residual nucleus
sfter (n,n’) scattering of a neutron with
incident energy Ei,

INELASTIC SCAT’IXRINGSOURCES FOR LITRIUM

The Monte Carlo cede used for IC!U?heating es-

timates In this study includes es one of its options
a cell-wise tally of AE n,1 = neutron enerw lost in
(n,n’y) reactions in lithium. lb est-te the resulting energy deposition It is necessary b
timate what fraction of CQ3n,1iS deposiw

es-

energy of the outgoing neutron h an
(n,n’) event whlchl.eaves the residual
nucleus with excitation energy EiJ
(incident neutron ener&y =Ei),

.
.

energy of recoti nucleus for (n,nt) evtut
as above,

.

fraction of (n,n’) events which prcduce
reslduel nuclei with excitation energy

ss en-

EiJ‘
flux at position k of neirtronswith
energy Ei,

ergy of the lithium recoil nuclei, and what fraction
reappears es inelastic-scatteringy-rays. The energy spectrum of these y-rqfs must also be deter-

(n,n’y) cross section at positionk
for neutrons of energy El,

mined. This latter problem is particularly dif-

calculated total neutron energy chsnge
at position k via (n,nt) reections, per
source neutron.

ficult if the inelastic scattering cccurs via several nuclear levels, plus continuum-regionscattering; the neutron spectrum varies greatly from inside to outside in a typical CTR blanket end, in

Thus, by the above definitions,

general.,this implies a position-dependentinelaetic~ spectrum. Correspondingrecoil energies for
the lithium nuclei must also be estimated, since
this fraction of AEn,l is deposited loca12y, in con-

where the~ereprcducts

Of the proper normalization

factors, as required. Also, via an energy be.lence

trast to the Inelasticy’s.

for a given (n,n~) event,

Such problems have been examined by Ritts,
Sokanito,amlStelne.r.(38)

I.nthatstudy, lnel-

‘i = %

aetic scatteringwas assumed to be via the 0.k78-MeV
level in 7Li and the 3.56-MeV level in 6Li, plus a
continuum region in which an evaporation scattering

‘Eij

+#

(A-2)

Ij”

The mechanics of the (n,n’) scattering event
are described by the following (see Ref. 38):

model was used for incident neutron energies above
9 MeV.

E@=-

Resulting group-wise secondaryy-ray spectra

are tabulated In this reference for 100 neutron-

1-%

[

energy groups between 0.414 eV end 14.92 MeV.
For the present work, the ORNL inelaeticscatterhg y-rw

production spectra WKL1 be norwhere A is the ratio of the nuclear mass to the

mallsad to the MCN-calculatedneutron-energylosses
to obtain inelaetic~ sources for y-heating estimates. Corresponding recoil energies wLll also be
estimated that are consistent with the ORNL spectra.

neutron mass, and 13Is the center-of-mess (cm.)
scatter*
assumed,

angle. If isotropic cm.

scattering Is

TO do this, consider only (n,n’y) events in lithium end assume isotropic emission of the n~ neutrons in the center-of-masssystem (energies are in
the leboratary system). The follow~

definitions

will be used:
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i

u incident neutron energy (or group) index,

J

= excitation energy (or group) index, for
an (n,nt) event in lithium,

k

= position (or region) index,

*

There are data which indicate that this mW not be
a goal assumption for 14-MeV neutrons in lithium,
end a significant error can be implied. However,
available data are not sufficient to allow a better
analysis at this time; further, the Monte Cerlo ce3.culations use isotropic inelastic scattering mcdels.
Aoy other assumption would, therefore, be inconsistent with the 1.f2N
results.

.

Finslly,the totalrecoilenergyat k Is

Data for 7Li end 6LI, from Tables 6 end 7 of
Ref. 38, can be collapsedend combinedto produce

4=4+

in natural lithium for these
estimates of (P
IJ Uik)
groups. UsingEq. (A-3), ~1 canbe calculated as

yio$k”ik%”

Thus, the fraction of

that reappears as recoil
4
ener~ of the lithium nuclei is

a function of El and Eij; vi~h these results,Eq.
(A-2), Eq. (A-4) end the Monte Carlo fluxes,ak can
be calculated es a function of position in the blan-

.

ket of the ICTR system of Table A-I.
exe given h

~

e~it~tio~

#J .

~~er~,

These reSUltE3

Table A-VI.

The spectrum of the resulting inelastic y-rays
E

L1 -

%’ ‘s

can also be eetimated es a function of position:

assumed to reappear as s.single photon of energy
= fraction of the total inelastic-y
energy at k that is emitted in
y-mouP J

‘fjk

Eij“
To estimateBk end the resultant inelastic-y
spectrum, the following energy groups are assumed

$Eik ij

yiulk

(correspondingto intervals tithe tables ofRef.

‘Zxf
Ji

ij”ik%kEiJ”

38.)
v-Rey Groups

~ij

A
112
2

3
4
5

10
8

Table A-VII gives the resulting rY
~k.
Assumed
El (MeV)

(MeV)

(Note the large

variation in tiese spectra aa a function of position
in the blanket.)

to 14.1

12.3

to

11.0

12

to 10

S.sto

9.0

4

0.4 to 1.0

3.56
0.478

In eummary, to get lithium inelastic-y sources
for the geometry of Table A-I, the Monte Carlocalcul.ated
20$ = &n, ~ (from Table A-II) are multiplied by the appropriate (l-Bk) from Table A-VI,
to get y-source intensities. These =e

Neutron Energy Groups

—i

13.5

2

12.’21to 13.5

12.9

3
4

11.05 to 12.21

u.6

10.0

1o.5

to 11.05

5

9.048to 10.0

9.52

6

8.187to 9.048

8.62

7
8

6.703to 8.187

‘7.45

l-l
12
13
14

“I

to 14.92

5.488to 6.703
k.066to

5.488

3.o12to 4.066
2.019 tO 3.012
1.353to 2.019
0.9372to 1.353
0.4979to 0.9072

In addition, a

fraction, FIk,of &n, ~ is deposited locally as lithium recofi energy.

14.1

1

9
10

i

Assumed
El (MeV)

AEi (MeV)

to have the spectra of Table A-VII.

then assum!xl

6.I.o
4.78
3.54
2.52
1.69
1.13
0.70

TABLE A-VI
13kVS POSITION IX ICTR OF TABLE A-I

98.9
100.0

0.378

0.622

0.384

0.61.6

3
4

103.25

0.39

0.610

3.10.2

0.410

0.590

5
6

1.18.08

0.422

0.578

329.22

0.432

o.56a

-f
8

147.76

0.442

0.558
0.581

1
2

169.55

0.419

9
10

179.55
189.55

0.391

0.609

0.402

0.598

U

209.55

0.416

0.584
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TABLE A-VII

.
= FRACTION OF _
INELASTICy-R/ifENEROY CARRIED BY PNOTONS WITN
‘ij
ENERGY E, (MeV), vs POSITION IN TNE BLANKET OF ICTR SNOWN IN TABLE A-I
rvi

L(s!iL
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E

= 12.3 MeV

11.o

ZJ&&

J?&@

98.9

0.248

0.318

0.002

0.004

0.428

100.0

0.237

0.307

0.004

0.004

0.448

103.25

0.21.6

0.309

0.010

O.(X)4

Owl

1.1o.2

0.178

0.300

0.018

0.004

0.500

13.8.08

0.144

0.284

0.025

0.004

0.543

x9.22

0.11o

0.262

0.032

0.004

0.592

147.76

0.073

0.227

0.041

0.004

0.655

169.55

0.042

0.173

o.04a

0.003

0.734

179.55

0.027

0.105

0.021

0.002

0.845

189.55

0.025

0.104

0.036

0.CQ2

0.833

209.55

0.018

o.o~

0.040

o.C02

0.843

.

.
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METKODS OF CAICUIA!J!XON
by A. R. tiSOn end L. A. Booth

1.

Pel.1et-Wetted-We3.1
Interwtion end Wall-Strain
Analysis
The finite-differencetechnique in solving

Eqs. (l), (2), (3), (27), W

2.

Radiation Transport across the Void for
Pellet/Wetted-WaJ.l
Analysis
The energy equation, Eq. (3) of the main body

of the report, includes a diffusion equation to

(29) (see u~b~

of report) is based on the following sequence. At

transfer electromagneticrediatioriacross zone

the begtiing of each time interval (computation

boundaries, i.e.,

cycle), new velocities for each zone boundary are
determined from previous pressure gradients, Eq. (2).

~k

F=

(B-3)

From the new velocities, the changes in zone boundaries are computed (& = ret). Densities are com-

flux (erg/see
)

F=
a.

energy

averaging

with old values. New specificinternalenergies

a=

Stefan-Boltzmannconstant
(5.67 x10-5 erg sec-lcm-2 K-k)

puted next, Eq. (l), end time-centeredby

end pressures are iihencomputed by

j.tarationof

hO/C

kk

c=

speed of light in vacuum

A=

mean free path for radiation (an
average of the mean free paths on
either side of the boundazy)

calculated by the method of von Neumann and

T=

temperature

Rich@er, ’39) ViZ.

k=

Boltzmann constart (1.381 x 10’16 erg/K)

e=

kT

A=

area

temperatures to satisfy llq.(3) or (27) and the
equation of state (see Appendix C) by using the
time-centereddensities. Viscous pressures, ~

are

(B-1)
In finite-differenceform Eq. (B-3) becomes

(B-4)
where 12 is the damping coefficient. The time intervs!lfor the next computation cycle i.sbaaed on
the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewycondition(40),andis
determined by:

where ~

is a distance across a zone. Veluea of

~ and&/L,

the numbers of mean free Faths, are

determined by averaging the veluea for the zones on
each aide of the interface for which F is applic(B-2)

able.
Equations (B-3) end (B-k) are appropriate if

where s is the time derivative of the shockns
@Q#~
coordinate WV
is the volume compression ratio of the shock. With this new time interval, pressure, and viscous pressure, the next
computation cycle is started as before.

matter is present. In this calculation, however,
a large void is assumed at the start of the calculation, end these equations therefore are inappropriate. To treat the radiation transport
across this void, an improved formulation was devised without a major mcxiiftcationto the code.
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The void region is divided into several zones,

In the explicit scheme, zone boundary motion

for a given tie

I
I

st~p is determined only by the

pressures on eech side of the boundary at the be-

}

ginning of the time step. In using the liquid-ll-

I

/

thium equation-of-state(see AppFndix C), the li-

(:)

(i-1)

system enciis not applicable for a liquid or solid
phase.

two of which (i and i+l) are considered here.

/

( i+l)

(i+2)

quid-zone pressures vzuied irrationally,resulting

.

in en unrealisticallylow value for the time step.

.

The following mcdtficationswere made to alAn imaginary rediat~

surface (indicatedby dotted

lines) is placed at the center of each zone. According to Huygen8s principle, the wave .front at the
center of Zone (1+1) can be generated from a wave
front at the center of

Zone

i.

Energy densities for

each zone, Ci, are calculated in tie code by titegrating the fluxes across the boundaries over time.
Zone temperatures are then calculated from Ci = a
4
Assumlng that this is a reasonable approxima‘i “
tion for ei and that Huygenls principle canbe used,
the energy flux between the two imaginary surfaces is

- Ai 13f).

leviate this problem. The vaporization temperature
af the lithium wes arbitrerKly assumed to be 5800 K-lithium zones below this temperature were liquid
ad

those above were gaseous. All liquid zones had

the seinepressure as the gea zone adjacent to the
liquid, resulting in no ~odynamic

motion for the

liquid. The Courant time-step calculation was modified to e310w the tine step to increase without
limit as sd$scent gee-zone pressures become equal.

k. &e,l.ysisof Blowdown through Condenser
The finite-differencetechnique in solving

(B-5)

Eqs. (10) through (14) is the backward-space difIf the zone thicknesses are emeM., Ai+l Y Ai’= A
(Aistheereaof

(41)

ference method of Richtmyer for Bulerian equations.

the surface between the zones.)

Then

Equations (15)through(19)were difference

in a similarmanner. The sequenceof calculation
during each time interval (computationcyole) wan
as follaws. New velocities were calculated for
both the liquid and the gas phase (Eq. 12) by using

.~A4ce2

><

g > (ei+l- ei)>

(B-6)

the cabined densi~, pressures, and viecoue pressures from the previous computation cycle (initial
conditions for the first cycle). Changes in mass

(B-7)

cd

energy (Eqs. lo, 11, 13, and 14) in each zone

were then calculatedby usingthe new velocities
where < 8 > is the average value of 9.
In Eq. (B-k),fl_

the same value as= in
Eq. (B-7)whenei or ei+l approacheszero. Upon
comparingEq. (B-4)end (B-7),approximater@lation transportcan be calculated=ross a void If
$*

iS re@ac@l by unity in Eq. (B-4).

and time-centered
densitiee. Gas pressureswere
calculatedby Eq. (20),and comparedwith the vapor
pressure(Eq.C-1, AppendixC). If the gee was
superheated,
the temperaturewas changedby the
heat-transferEq. (15). After a zonebecame sa-

turated,the changesin temperature(endenergy),
mssa,density,and void fractionwere calculatedby

3. Lithium Vaporization for Pellet-Wetted-WeJl
Analysis
The computer code used in this calculation includes en e~liclt schem for solving the hydro@fnamic equation in the Legraugian-spacecoordinate
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Eqs. (16)through(19),and Eq. (C-l)was the equa-

&

tion-of-state.The tiscouspressuresend the new
time interval were calculated from Eqs. (B-1)and
(B-2), atxlthe next computation cycle started as
before.

.

.
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PSYSICAL PROPERTIES OF LIlliIUM
by J. C. Hedstrom and A. R. Larson

1.

General

Transport end thermdynmi c state properties
of lithium have been obtained from the open literature,

where possible. Liquid-lithiumdensities,

viscosities, and thmnal conductivitiesused for
the various en,&yses In Section II of the report
(21,22,42)
were obtained from three sources.

2.

High-TemperatureProperties for Pellet WettedWall InteractionAneJyses
For the pellet wetted-wall.analysis, the state

(Pressurea

IIIternd energy) and transport”(ra-

diation-absorptioncross section, i.e., opacity,
and thermal conductivity) properties were needed
over a temperature range of 0.09 to 20.0 eV end a
density range of 2.7 x 10-6 to 0.534 g/cm3. The
data used in the calculationswere calculated at
LASL(43) end were included in a tabular interpolation subroutine In the computation code. The opac-

1

ity data included electron thermal conductivi~.
The

most uncertain of these properties is the

opacity. Some calculated data are plotted in Fig.
Cl,

in which the wide variability of opacity is

illustrated. Missing sections in the curves iMicate ranges for which data could not be ccmputed,
and interpolatedvalues were used. For the particular calculation in Section II.B.2 of the report
the temperature-densitypoints were such that the
interpolatedvalues were, for the nmst part, out-

~-o
m

side the region of Interest. This is illustrated
by a domain diagram in Fig.
0.2

C.2.

1.0

10.0
TEMPERATURE, OV

Im.o

Values for T s

eV (which are the most uncertain of those shown)

exe accurate within a factar of 2.

Fig. Cl.

Calculated lithium opacity (including
electron conduction) as a function of
temperature.
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end density domains that were
used in pellet wetted wall interaction
calculations.

Temperature

The tabular interpolationsubroutine includes

28.0–

27.5—

the calculated data in the following form:
The depetient variables are the logarithms of:

27.0

Isooleoomzzcga

PO) the pressure at zero taqperature,

~:

)

TEMPERATURE, K

P-PO, where P Is the preesure.,
I?o,specific internal energy at zero

temperature,

E-Eo, where E is the specific internal energy,
and
K,

the opacity (includes electron heat conductivity).
The i.ndepe!xlent
variables are logarithms of:

kT, where T is the temperature and k Is Boltzmannss
condant; and p/po, the compression,where p is the
density and PO is the density at zero temperature.
Lower end upper limits on kT and p/p. may be
chosen for each materiel. The interpolationpoints
for P-PO, E-Eo, -

K are evenly spaced (on a log-

arithmic sceJ.e)between the lower d

upper limits

to minimize computer time. Values of the logarithm
of kT and p/p. for P. and E. are ftied.

Fig . C-3. Heat contentof saturatedlithiumvapor.

●

Heat contentof saturatedvapor (Hv) as a
functionof temperature,
and

●

Specific-heat
ratio (V) as a functionof
tempe.mt
ure.
Heat content, ~

as a function of vapor tem-

perature Is plotted in Fig. C.3 slong with a H.nesx
fit to the data. Values of y were csl.culatedfrom
the Cp data, assuming y = Cp/(Cp-R). Results are
plotted in Fig. C.4 again with an analytic fit to
the data.

The clipdue to the increase in dimer

concentrationwas ignored because it is generally
below the current range of intarest.
The saturation conditions were determined by
calculating vapor pressures from the equilibrium

-Statefor CavityEquilibration,
3. Equation-of
Blowdowu,
and CondenserAnalyses

constant data. The relationshipwhich fits these
results is:

For these analyses, the state properties for
saturation end superheatedvapor conditions must be

Pv = Q

[25.3794 - 17754.9/Tv

obtained. However, because complete pressure-dependent properties are not available, an equation-

- 0.395151n TV]>

(c-1)

of-state model was developed, based on data from
(44).
the JANAF ThermochemicalTables
This model,

wh~e Pv is the saturation pressure and Tv is the

which assumes a perfect gas for the superheated

saturation temperature.

vapor, includes the fol.1.owing
fran the JANAF data.
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Pv is evaluated by Eq. (C-l), Hv is evaluated by
the data fit in Fig. C.3, andy

is evaluated by

the data fit in Fig. C.4.
Given I, V, atxiE. and

assuming

a final

T,

thi8 equationCEUIbe solvediterativelyfor Tv from
which the other parameters can be celculatad. The
operating line on Fig. 6 is for I = 50 MT, V =

.,

4.189m3

(1.0mradius)$andEo=2.09w/kg

(saturated vapor assumed at 700 K).

Thecondltlons

in Table I of the report are also calculated on
this operating llne fromEq.

(C-k).

k. Liquid Equation-of-Statefor Blanket Response
Analysis
The equation-of-statefor liquid lithium i.s

I

developed from the definitions of the volumetric
coefficient of thermal expansion and the compressibility coefficient. The compressibilitycoefficient is
1
%=-y~T,

I

I
I
I
1
tcooimo3fxo4cm50m
TEMPERATURE, K

o

I

I

6000

av
()

(c-5)

and the coefficient of th~

Fig. C.4. Ratio of specific heats (y) of lithium
vapor assuming perfect gas.

6T=+

expmsion is

~
()
aTP”

(c-6)

Since v = f (T,P), we have
The internal enera

is then given by
dv=

E=

Hv+R,rT

TV

(c-2)

*’

~ress~
end the pressure is given by

~
()
aTpdT+

~
()
ap

T

(c-7)

‘“

the two coefficients,Eqs. (C-5) and

(c-6), interns ofvandsubstituting

inEq.

(c-7)

gives
P=PRT=Pv.T/Tv.

(c-3)
dT

These three equations are the basis for the pressuretemperature

or

diagramin Fig. 6 of the report.

The constantenergy/volume
line in Fig. 6 was

P .po+.

P - !30
——
POBC
+

>E_
BC Cp ‘

(c-8)

derlvedby combiningEqs. (C-2) and (C-3) to obwhere (&To) = E/Cp h

tain:

the subscript zero refers

to a ref-ence state.
1
—=—
V

‘V
Tv

‘V-EO
—+.(
R

$

(c-4)

v

8.

where
I=

total energy in the cavi~ lithium after
pellet initiation,

E. = initi.slspecific internal enerw of lithium
vapor in the cavity prior to pellet initiation.

For the calculations in Section 11.C.3,
P. = 507kg/m3, To = 473 K, endPo = 105 N/m2. The
compressibilitycoefficient (%) was calculated from
published data(45) to bel.42x

M3_U# /N.
Values
lr..
\
of the other constants, taken from the lfterature~<”

were: C = 4183J/kgK;
P

-1.36 x 10-4 K-’.
‘T -
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